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Abstract

The concept of authenticity has not been studied as it relates to

the lives of gay men. Hence, the concept of authenticity was explored

through the titerature and qualitative research methods. *Participants
were key informants, including ministers, psychologists, and social

workers. The study findings revealed the oppressive and anxietyprovoking existential givens experienced by gay men. Also, the study
findings revealed that some gay men seek to avoid suffering and
succumb to dread, while others actively confront their suffering through
courage, responsibility, love, faith, spontaneity, and creativity. The gay
men who confront their suffering become more aware of their innate

strengths of compassion, love, faith, spontaneity, and creativity. Gay
men who seek to avoid suffering lose awareness of their innate strengths

and potentialities.
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INTRODUCTION

Overview of Concerns Confronting Gay Men

The Stonewall riots in June 1969 ushered in an era of much
greater freedom for gay men (Signorile, 1997), Many gay men
became liberated to fully develop their talents and potentialities.

They experienced what Fromm (1941) may have called opositive

freedom', or "freedom to' live out their identities since they were no
longer coerced to live lives of "enforced heterosexualit5fl (Signorile,

1997). The positive freedom experienced by many gay men over
the last twenty-five years has resulted in unparalleled spontaneitf,
productivit5r, and creativit5r.
The increase in freedom for gay men since the Stonewall

riots has occurred in spite of the pervasive homophobia and
heterosexism that infects American society (Hetrick and Martin,
1987, Isay, 1996, OT.Ieil and Ritter, L992, & Rotheram-Borus,

Hunter, & Rosario, 1994). Homophobia is understood as fear,
dread, and hatred of homosexuals (Cornett, 1995, Isay, 1996,

Hetrick and Martin, 1987,

OT*Ieil and

Ritter, 1992).

Zemsky (as quoted in Mankiller, Mink, Navarro, Smith, and
Steinern, Eds, 1998) argued that codified homophobia through
social, religious, and medical systems was known as heterosexism.
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"Heterosexism is the belief in the superiority of heterosexuality and
heterosexual relationships. Heterosexism creates the conditions

for homophobia by institutionally reinforcing the power and
privilege of heterosexuality as the norm' (zemslqy as quoted in

Mankiller et al., 1998, p.z5g).
The codification of homophobia that results in heterosexism

is evidenced by the paucity of legal protections extended to gay
men and lesbians. In 1995, only eight states extended legal

protections to gay men and lesbians in housing, employment, and

public accommodations.
compounding the lack of legal protections Zemslry (as
quoted in Mankiller, et al., lgg8) stated '...numerous antigay

initiatives have been placed on ballots in jurisdictions across the
country to legalize differential and discriminatory treatment of
lesbians, gey men, and bisexuals" (p.260). Gay or lesbian parents
can be denied custody of their children, while gay men c€rn also be
denied emplo5rment or even be physically attacked. "Hate crimes,

harassment, and violence against persons perceived to be gay,
lesbian or bisexual have been increasind {Zemsky as quoted in

Mankiller, et al., 1998, p.260).
The cultural oppression and systemic devaluation of gay men
are so pervasive and intense that, despite recent greater freed.om,
some gay men choose to believe the negative messages about

1

themselves. They internalize the social fear, rejection, dread, and
hatred of gay men so that they hate, fear, and dread themselves.
Cornett (1995) and Isay (1996) believed that the force of
stigmatization was so powerful that gay men internalize the
negative judgements from family, friends, and society, and split-off

the aspects of their identity that are perceived as undesirable. This
entails surrendering one's inner world and erecting a false self. As
a result of internalized homophobia, some gay men become

alienated from their authentic feelings, thoughts, and wishes and
become objects. A direct result of being alienated from one's inner

life is what Rollo May (,1983] might have described as repression of
one's potentialities; some gay men constrict their awa-reness of

their environments, peer relationships, and inner lives to stay safe,

but objectiff themselves in the process.
Several f,actors exacerbate internalized homophobia and

heterosexism for gay men. The first factor is the fear, anxiety,
dread, and grief aroused by the AIDS epidemic. Many gay men
have buried dozens of friends or lovers, or become ill themselves.
Others fear becoming

ill. The pervasive anxiety of AIDS and

possible death is a threat to one's center (May, 1983), and
sometimes leads to what May (1953) would have described as the

destruction of self-consciousness, which results in emptiness and
lnner-vacuousness.
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The second lractor that exacerbates internalized homophobia

and heterosexism is what Signorile (1997lr termed "the cult of

masculinit5f and "body fascism." Signorile { 1997) described
several noffns that were adopted by elements of the gay

community, like having a body defined by tight muscles and the
absence of body hair, as creating a pervasive cultural oppression.

Signorile ( 19971 wrote:
.the setting of a rigd set of standards of physical beauty
that pressures everyone within a particular group to
conform to them...In a culture in which the physical body
is held in such high esteem and given such power, body
'fascism then not only deems ttrose who don't or can't
corrform to be sexually less desirable, but in the
gxtreme...also deems an individual completely worthless as
a person...In this sense it is not unlike racism or sexism or
homophohia itself. In ttris worst case scenario, the only
way one can become valued as a person is if one conforms
to tlre set of standards. . . (Signorile, L997 , p.28).
..

The pressure to.conforrn to "body fascism' or "the cult of

masculinit5/ is also anxiety provoking. The pressure to conform
and fit in is so great that those who cartnot fit in experience
pronounced loneliness and feelings of separateness, which leads to

yet greater anxiety. Homophobia, internalized homophobia,
heterosexism, AIDS, and "the cult of masculinit5f produce a

vicious circle of anxiety that leads some gay men to what Fromm
(1941) might have called an escape from freedom. They surrender

their inner lives and authentic selves in the search for safety and

security. As a result of Some gay men "escaping from freedom"
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(Fromm, L941), the gay community struggles with increased rates
of addiction, depression, anxiety, and suicide (Cole, Kemeny,

Taylor, & Visscher, 1996; Dupras, 1994; Hays, Turner, & Coates,
1992; Lackner, Ostrow, & Eshlemarr, 1993; Lang, 1991; McKirnan,
Ostrow, & Hupe, 1996; Skinner, 199a; Viney, 1994.)
Given the stressors described above, Bay men confront

impediments to becoming authentic. Coming out and living one's
life as an openly gay man may be only the lirst step on a life-long

journey towards authenticity (ONeiIl & Ritter, 1992). Gay men
confront many of the same stressors and oppressions as ethnic

minorities and women. The difference between those groups and
gay men is that gay men

ffiically grow up in secret, without

parents, siblitrBS, and friends as role models. Maintaining the
secret often leads to alienation from one's inner life, creating
feelings of estrangement and emptiness (Cornett, 1995).
Maintenance of the secret is often compounded by the ability of

many gay men to pass as heterosexual. Too often, gay children
and adolescents fear their inner selves, and set out to hide (OT-Ieil

& Ritter, L992; Isay, 1996).
Authenticity was first described by in the lgtL century by
phitosophers such as Kierkegaard, Nietesche, and Dostoyevsky

(May, 1983). The concept of authenticity was further developed by
neo-Freudian (Fromm, I9+1, 1956, 1976; & Horney, 1937, 1950),
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existential (Bugental, 1965; M*y, 1950, 1953, 1981, 1983; &

Tillich, 1952), and Jungian (Johnston, 1978; Jones, 1985; & Storr,
1983) theorists during the 20t]'century.
The concept of authenticity described by the above theorists
eschews stimulus-response dynamics, and instead proposes that

human beings have a powerful inner life, punctuated by one's own
original thoughts, feelings, and wishes. Authenticity also eschews
victimhood, and proposes that human beings participate in their
own development through choice, responsibility, faith,

commitment, and creativity {Bugental, 1965; Fromm, 1941;
Horney, 1937, 1950; & M*y, '1950, 1953, 1981, 1983).
The concept of authenticity has much to offer gay

men. By

courageously choosing, valuitg, loving, and creating, BaY men carr

transcend the forces of conformity and dread to more fully live out

their identities. Authentic gay men value themselves and are
valued by others for their true beauty, which is wholeness,

integritf, and love.

Research Questions

Research questions explored herein were:

1. What is authenticity?

2. What

a.re examples of

inauthenticity for gay men?

1

3.

How do gay men become more authentic?

4.

How can practitioners help foster authenticity with
gay clients?

Social work practitioners need to be familiar with the

concept of authenticity. Authenticity is congruent with what
Saleebey (1996) termed "the strengths perspective" (p.296), which

maintains clients already possess the enerry, motivation, and
strengths to address problems. Saleebey (1996) also argued that

client strengths were often the result of adversity.
Authenticity is a strength possessed by many gay men, as
well as by other oppressed minorities. Important aspects of the
strength of authenticity are courage, spontaneity, love, faith, and
creativity to transcend immediate suffering or loss. Hence, social

work practitioners who are aware of their clients' authenticity can
help their clients discover their pre-existing enerry to solve psychosocial problems. Once the creative energr of a.uthenticity is
released, practitioners may have to stand aside as clients change

themselves. Such respect and valuing of our clients' authentic

eners/ is also consistent with Breton's (1994) concept of
empowerment.

I
Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study was to explore the concept of

authenticity both through the literature and through qualitative
resea-rch methods. This exploration led to a definition of

authenticity, a grounded theory of authenticity for gay men, and a
collection of theories and techniques that practitioners found

helpful when working with gay men. The data that was collected
through the study will form the basis of a training module for
practitioners who work with gay men. The creation of a training
module will begin after the present research is concluded and is

not included herein.

PIan of Presentation
Lit_e_rature Rgview

Since there is no single definition of authenticit5r, several

theoretical perspectives were explored. First, authenticity was
explored through the existential perspective by examining the work
of Bugental t1965), May t1950, 1953, 1981, 1983), and Tillich

(1952). Secondly, authenticity was explored through the neoFeudian perspective by reviewing the ideas of Erikson (Monte,
1991), Fromm (1941, 1956, 1976l,and Horney (1937, 1950).
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Finally, the theories of C.G. Jung (Storr, 1983), Johnston (1978),
and Jones (1985) were presented as they related to authenticity.
The theoretical section of the literature review was concluded by a

definition of authenticity. The research question "What is
authenticity?" was explored and answered in this section.
Following the theoretical overview was a detailing of studies

that were related to authenticity. A difnculty that arose in this
section was that the concept of authenticity had never been

applied specificatly to gay men. While no researcher had explored
how gay men were inauthentic or authentic, some had explored

humanist concepts that were tangentally related to authenticity.
Coming-out experiences (Rhoads, 1995), Bay identity (Miranda &
Storms, 1989), and values (Fischer, 1989; Newmart, & Muzzonigra,
1989; Peplau & Cochrarr, 1981) had been studied, and these
studies were detailed herein.

Importantly, studies of inauthenticity and dread were also
reviewed, Bugental (1965) stated that dread was characterized by
powerlessness, blame, absurdity, and estrangement. Hence,

studies that related to ways gay men were inauthentic were
reviewed. Studies of addiction in gay men (Kus, 1988; McKirnan,

& Petterson, 1988; Skinner, 1994), anxiety and depression
(Dupras, 1994; Lang, 1991; Joseph, Caumartin, Tal & Kirscht,
1990; Hintz, Templer, Cappelletty, & Frederick, 1993; Viney,
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1992), identity concealment (Cole, Kemeny, Taylor, & Visscher,
1996) and suicide (Frances, Wikstrom, & Alcena, 1985; Rotherarn-

Borus, Hunter, & Rosario, 199a; Saghir & Robbins, 1973;
Woodruff, Clayton, & Guze, 19721were reviewed.
A section was also included otr gay identity development.
This section was included because aII the theorists reviewed in the
theoretical conceptualizations section stressed the necessity of
developing an identity, or sense of self, before one could become

truly authentic. Several models

of gay identity development were

reviewed and were found to be based on stimulus-response

dynamics. Only the model presented by Otleil and Ritter (1992)
approached gay identity development from a humanistic

perspective. The review of coming-out models highlighted the
necessity of humanist studies of gay identity development.
The last section of the literature review examined practice

with gay rnen. Practice methods were found to be as varied as the
field itself. Family-centered (Laird, 1996), group work (Getzel &
Malroney, 1993; Koetting, 1996), psychodynamic (Cornett, 1995;

Isay, 1996), and substance abuse counseling {Cabaj, 1995} were
reviewed.

ll
Methodoloprr

The methodolory section detailed how the remaining

research questions were explored. The research questions "What
are examples of inauthenticity for gay men?', oHour do gay men
become authentic?", and "How can practitioners help foster

authenticity with gay clients?" were explored through qualitative
resea.rch methods.

A data collection instrument was constructed based on the

literature explored herein. Subjects were recruited and
interviewed. Subjects who participated in the study were key

informants. They were ministers, psychologists, and social
workers who had experience practicing with gay clients. The
interviews were transcribed and coded. The transcribed data was
analyzed through content analysis methods to search for themes,

patterns, and meanings as described by Taylor and Bogdan (1984).
Qualitative and inductive methods were utilized because

authenticity had never been studied as it related to gay men.
Hence, exploratory methods were appropriate to generate the data

that formeC the basis of a grounded theory of authenticity for gay

men. Once the grounded theory was proposed, it was possible for
other resea-rchers to use quantitative methods to test that theory.

&u6s?:itrg t]*Xl*.ge l"ihrarg
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Testing the theory constructed from the study will be the basis of

future research.
The findings from the study are detailed in a separate

section. Once the study results are explained, the implications of
the study, directions for future resea-rch, and strengths and

limitations of the study are detailed.

l3

LITRATURE REVIEW

Authenticity was explored by reviewing the literature. First,
authenticity was reviewed theoretically by reviewing existential,
neo-Freudian, and Jungian paradigms.
Despite differing theoretical perspectives, the theorists
discussed herein had much in common. Their concepts of

authenticity, being, the actual self, individuation, integration, and
wholeness were inter-related. Once the theories were developed

and differentiated, it was possible to answer the first research
ques ion "What is authenticity?".

After exploring the theoretical paradigffis, studies that
related to authenticity and gay men were described. Since no
research existed on gay men and authenticity, humanist studies

that tangentally related to authenticity were described. Likewise,
studies of inauthentic being were included since one of the
purposes of this study was to explore ways some gay men were

inauthentic. Humanist studies of coming out, identity, and values
were explored because they represented attributes of authenticity.
Similartry, studies of addiction, depression or anxietf, identity

concealment, and suicide were included because they were

characteristic of the attributes of inauthenticity.
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Models of gay identity development were also explored in this

chapter. Bugental (1965), Fromm (1941, 1956, I976l., Jung (Storr,
1983), Horney (1937,19501 and May (1950, 1953, 1981, 1983) all

stressed the importance of developing an identity, or sense of self,

and argued that authentic persons were those who lived out their

identities. Interestingly, most of the models of gay identity
development found in the literature (Cass, 1979; Coleman, 1982;

Hetrick & Martin, 1987; Troiden, 1979) described coming out and

identity development as a stimulus-response dynamic. Only OTtleil
and Ritter {1992} proposed a humanist model of coming out and

identity development.
Lastly, practice methods with gay clients were reviewed.
Family-centered, group work, psychodynamic, and substance
abuse counseling approaches to practice with gay clients were
detailed.

Theoretical Conceptu alization s of Authenticity
Exi

ste

n tj-ql - H u f.nan i s m

Bugental
J.F.T Bugental's ( 19651 conceptualization of authenticity
grew from the four givens of existence:
ars Iimited in our awareness of ourselves and our
world. 2) We can act in ways that alfect our awareness of
ourselves and our world. 3) We have choice about which
1) We
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actions to take and not to take. 4) And while each of us is
in one sense alone, in another we are all related (p.15).

Bugental (1965) argued that the above givens of existence
create anxiety. The existential givens of our finiteness, ability to

act, ability to choose, and the dialectic of our separateness and
relatedness confront one with existentiat anxieties. Fate, guilt,
emptiness, and loneliness are forms of existential anxiety.

Authentic persons seek to confront existential anxiety rather than
avoid or escape from the anxiety. The confrontation of the givens
of existence:
...mearls art unllinching acceptance into full and feelingful
awareness of one's limitedness and rrutnerability, of one's
unrelenting responsibility, of ttre eternal silence of the
world in the face of our most desperate pleas, and of the
ultimately unbridgeable chasm that separates us each from
the other. It is the rare person, if rrry exists, who car:r truly
accept all this into his own being (Bugental, 1965, p.289).

Courage is necessary to confront existential anxiety and

incorporate it into one's being. Some individuals choose to
courageously confront the existential anxieties while others seek to
avoid them. Importantly, the dichotomy of response to existential

anxieties is one of degree, or nuance. Most people engage in both
activities; they choose to confront some anxieties while avoiding
others.
Those who choose to confront existential anxieties realize

their being in the world through faith, commitment, creativity, and
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love. Those who mostly seek to avoid existential anxiety fall prey to
dread, which is characterieed by powerlessness, blame, absurdity,

and estrangement (Bugental, 1965, p. 287).
Avoidance of existential anxiety through the response of
dread leads to neurotic anxiety. Bugental (1965) believed that

most psychological symptoms or character disorders stemmed
from existential neurosis. Bugental (1965) stated:
Each of the four forms of neurotic dread represents a
breakttrrough of neurotic anxiet5r occasioned by the failure
of defenses (resistances) to the confronting of existential
arrxiety (p.292l,.

Humankind's finiteness confronts one with one's

limitedness. Individuals experience anxiety from the anticipation
of death and being subject to fate. Our awareness of death and
fate is complicated by contingency. The awareness that the
randomness of the universe may affect our lives in some important
ways makes us subject to fate. Contingency is dSmamically

interrelated with tragedy.
Powerlessness results when one feels impotent to act, to
aJfect one's life and the lives of

others. Overwhelmed by

contingency the individual chooses not to act at

all. The individual

feels she or he is at the mercy of forces beyond his control or

knowledge. "Experiencing the unpredictability of his life, the
patient gives up and enacts this feeling of having no possibility of

t'l

affecting what happens to himself. He makes himself totally an

object" (Bugental, 1965, p.298).
The given of one's ability to act gives one the experience of

omaking a difference in world and in our own subjective feelings"

(Bugental, 1965, p.300). By choosing and acting, we become
aware that we are the subjects, rather than solely the objects, of

our experience. Our ability to act to influence our lives and the
lives of others imbues us with responsibility. Failure to confront

responsibility leads to the dread of blame. The inauthentic
response of blame derives from a person's fear that each new

action will beget more blame, and tends to imply defect or fault in
the person, rather than in his or her actions.
Avoidance of guilt through blame denies our

identity. "If we

fear the weight of responsibility, the possible condemnation, we
deny our choice and distort awareness. Thus is born neurotic guilt

and anxietf (Bugental, 1965, p.303).
The anxiety of meaninglessness and emptiness leads many

to seek meaning in life through extreme participation with the
crowd, or "out there" (Bugental, 1965). The world does not provide

humankind with built-in meartings, leading many to seek meaning
elsewhere, not realiaing that meaning is found from within.

Bugental believed that the experience of meaninglessness is the
recognition that the universe does not impose meaning on
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humankind and is tied to the anxiety involved in choice. Failure to
confront one's autonomy and exercise one's potentialities by
choosing to actualize one's being gives rise to a peruasive feeling of
absurdit5r:
When man finds himself unable to confront the immensit5r
of the meaninglessness of the world, when he linds his
searching for pre-ordained meaning to be vain, his life may
seem oa cosmic trivialifi/. Thus, his fear has become
distortive, and marl finds himself in absurdity. Absurdity,
in tum, leads to alienation from the self. Absurdity
means...either the denial of meaning...or the imposition of
man-made meanings onto *The AIl" as though they were
discoveries about the nahrre of *T?re All". (Bugental, 1965,
p.3o6).

The experience of apartness is part of the human condition.
One is both like and different from others. Apartness affords

humankind the potential to hridge our sepzrateness to join with

others. Our separateness results in the existential anxiety of
isolation and loneliness. The dread of estrangement arises when
the anxiety of loneliness and separation becomes overwhelming.
Bugental (1965) describes estrangement as:
...the experience of being imprisoned in glass, seeing the
world in which others move but forever blocked from
joining them, pantomiming commurrication but never really
speaking udth another person. (p.31 U.

Estrangement negates one both intrapersonally and

interpersonally. The experience of estrangement is akin to
Fromm's (1941) description of automaton conformity and May's
(1953) vision of human vacuousness and emptiness. The end
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result is similar; the person ceases to be the originator of mental
activity and gives up thinHrg, feeling, and wanting altogether.
Courage is required to confront the existential anxieties and

not fall prey to dread. Courage undergirds all of one's choices to
grow towards authenticity. Courage also undergirds all attempts

to meet one's existential needs of rooteCness, identity,
meaningfulness, and relatedness. Authentic responses to anxiety
are faith, commitment, creativity, and love.
The response of faith to contingency enables one to meet
one's need for rootedness. Bugental (1965) describes faith as:

...intrinsic faiflr. It is objectless faith. It is the I aflirming
its own being. It is a confronting of the inlinitude of
contingency udtJr the declaration, *I am I". This is my
starting place. This is my certainty, though there be no
other. (p. 329).
Bugentat (1965) argues that one meets one's need for

identity through the authentic response of commitment while
confronting the need to be responsible for one's actions.
Commitment is the acceptance of the burdens of guilt and
responsibility by being subject, rather than purely object, in our
own lives. Hence, commitment is living out one's identity by being

the originator of mental activities. It is the courage to have original
thoughts, feelings, and wants. It is the courage to choose which
potentialities to actuahze, while remaining responsible for our

choices. Bugental (1965) states:
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When a person is attaining to the response of commitment,
genuine knowledge of what he is doing will reveal i:r many
instances that he is concurrenfly taking part in some of ttre
more familiar foci of concern. For one persorr, this may be
a social action Broup, for another an artistic endeavor, for
still a third reading and thinking in an area of intellectualpersonal interest. The form is not the significant thirrg.
The point is that this participation is a consequence of
genuine commitedness in living rather tJlan a cause or
evidence of it (p. 338).

The authentic response of creativity when confronted with

the anxiety of meaninglessness enables one to achieve
mea.ningfulness. We can transcend our creature-ness by becoming

creators. Choosing to participate in creation while being subject in
our lives creates meaningfulness. "This is a supreme achievement
of man's choices: the creation of meaning where there was the

threat of emptiness and potential absurdit5f (Bugenta-I, 1965,
p.3aa).
The authentic response of love when confronted with the

anxiety of loneliness and isolation makes possible the achievement
of the existential need for relatedness. The expression of love
enables humankind to bridge the chasm that separates us,

Bugental (1965) described love as the expression of one's whole
being in relation to all Being. "It is participation so complete that

the subject-object dichotomy is obliterated and the essential unity
of The All is revealed. Clearly, in such transcendent love, faith,

commitment, and creativity are ultimately expressed" (p.353).
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In summa-ry, Bugental (1965) posits that the givens of
existence provoke anxiety. Some flee from the anxiety and fall into

dread, while others confront it through love, faith, commitment,

and creativity. Confronting anxiety helps one to achieve one 's
needs for rootedness, mea.ningfulness, identity, and relatedness.

In contrast, attempts to escape lead one to become ensnarled in
dread, characterieed by powerlessness, meaninglessness, blame,

and absurdity.

May

May (1969) proposed six dimensions of being:
...that 1) people are centered on themselves and an attack
on this center is an affack on existenee itself; 2) every
person has the character of self-aJfirmation and the need to
preserve centeredness; 3) people have the need and
possibility of going out from their centeredness to
participate with other beings; 4) the subjective side of
centeredness is awareness; 5) self-consciousness is the
uniquely human form of awareness; 6) and anxiety is the
state of tJre human being in the stmggle against what
would destroy his being (p. 26).

May (1983) also differentiated three dimensions of

awareness. Umwelt is one's relationship to the environmental

world, Mitwelt is one's relationship to peers and community, while
Eigenwelt is the relationship to one's self.
May (1983) argued that modern humankind has surrendered

its awareness of itself and lives a hollow empty existence. The
vacuousness characteristic of modern humankind is derived from
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the feeling of powerlessness and is one's conviction that one
cannot act as a self-directing entity to influence the world. Inner
vacuousness leads to a deep sense of despair and

futility. "And

soon, since what he wants and what he feels can make no real
difference, he gives up wanting and feeling" (May, 1953, p. 25).
Loneliness is the inevitable by-product of inner vacuousness

and emptiness. The anxiety aroused by loneliness and emptiness
leads one to seek reassurance from the crowd in order to fill the
void within oneself. May (1950, 1953) held that human beings get

their original experiences of selfhood out of relatedness to others,
and despair that they will lose the experience of being a self when
alone and without other persons. Solitude and being alone

heighten the anxiety that we will lose our awareness of ourselves.
Emptiness, inner vacuousness, and loneliness lead to
heightened anxiety. The threats to ourselves lead to omnipresent

anxiety, which tends to destroy self-consciousness. The
emptiness, powerlessness, and meartingless experienced by
modern humankind is rooted in the loss of social values, the loss
of our language for personal communication, our estrartgement

from nature, and the loss of the sense of tragedy (May, 1953).
May (19501 defined anxiety as "the apprehension cued off by
a threat to some value that the individual holds essential to his
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existence as a personalitf (May, 1953), and differentiated between

normal anxiety and neurotic anxiety. Normal anxiety is:
,..(1) not disproportionate to the objective threat, (2) does
not involve repression or other mecharrisms of intrapsychic
confl.ict, and as a corollarJr to the second point, (3) does not
require neurotic defense mechanisms for its management.
It (4) can be eonfronted constnrctively on the level of
conscious awareness or cEIn be relieved if the objective
situation is altered (p. 209).

Neurotic anxiety is:
...a reaction to a threat which is (1) disproportionate to the
objective danger, (z\involves repression and other for:ms of
intrapsychic conflict, and as a corollar5r (3) is managed by
various forms of retrenchment of activity ,nd awareness,
such as inhibitions, the development of s5rmptoms, and the
varied neurotic defense mechanisms (p. 21a).

Neurotic anxiety leads to emotional and intellectual

paralysis, the shrinking of awareness, and the absence of
constructive, creative activity. May (1953) believed that modern

humankind had succumbed to neurotic anxiety, which has
precipitated an overall impoverishment of personality. This state of
being arose from the negative freedom and radical hedonism of

modern society (Fromm, 1976), creating an automaton conformity
where individuals seek themselves in the values, thoughts,
feelings, artd wants of the crowd. Hence, modern humankind has

lost its autonomy.
May (1950, 1953, 1981) believed that hope for humankind
rested in positive freedom. Positive freedom entails humankind

orienting life around self-chosen values which are necessa-ry if one
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is to achieve integration and positive freedom, or "freedom to"
(May, 198U. Values serve as a psychological center, or poles of

integration. Self-chosen values are particularly important in times
of historic transition and change. During times of histoical

transition, old oppressive beliefs and traditions

a.re abandoned

in

favor of rebelliousness, or "freedom from" (Fromm, 1941). While

the old traditions and beliefs are eschewed, new values have not
yet taken hold, creating feelings of rootlessness. Thus, individuals
who orient their lives to self-chosen values experience greater
rootedness in periods of historic change. Further, self-chosen
values help one survive the anxiety engendered by such times.
Hourever, self-chosen values need to be rooted in ethical

judgement:
Ethical judgment and decision most be rooted in the
individuaL's own power to evduate. Only as he himseH
aJfirms, or all levels of himself, a way of acting as part of
the way he sees reality and chooses to relate to it-only then
will the value have effectiveness and cogency for his own
living. In this obviously is the only way he can or will take
responsibility for his action. And it is the only way that he
will learn from this action how better to act the next
time...F\rrtherutore, it is only as the Person chooses the
action, alfir:ms the goal in his own awareness, ttrat his
action wifl have conviction and power, for only then will he
really believe in rvhat he is doing (May, 1953, p, 218).

To value implies courage to confront the anxiety which arises

as one moves towards positive freedom. May's (19531 description
of positive freedom is one's capacity to participate in one's own

development. Positive freedom is the consciousness of self, which
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transcends stimulus and response dynamics, enabling one to
pause to determine what one's response will be. May (198U
described a dialectical relationship between freedom and destiny.
One 's

margin of freedom is the transcendence of the limits of

potentiality imposed by destiny. The margin of freedom allows one
to choose how to relate to conditions that are self-limiting, like
illness, being imprisoned, or physical ableness. Hence, true
freedom (positive freedom) is inseparable from destiny.
Positive freedom, self-chosen values, and the dia-lectical

relationship of freedom and destiny leading to awareness of one's
margin of freedom al.lows the individual to ochoose himsell' (May,
1953, p. 169). This is the process where the individual becomes

most authentic and dies to his or her inauthentic self. To choose
one's self is to be responsible for one's life, to be a\Mare that one

has chosen freedom and responsibility. Choosing one's self also
leads to self discipline because one has chosen "with greater
freedom what he wants to do with his own life, and discipline is
necessary for the sake of the values he wishes to achieve" (May,
1953, p. 173).
The core attribute which facilitates choosing one's self is

courage. It is the capacity to confront the anxiety which arises as
one achieves freedom. May (1953) argued that the hatlmark of

courage in the age of automaton conformity is the affirmation of
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choice and the capacity to stand up for one's values. The step

requiring the most courage is "to deny those under whose
expectations one has lived the right to make the laws" (May, lgSB,

p. 238).
May {1953) wrote:
It means accepting responsibility for one,s own standards
and judgements, even though one knows how limited and
imperfect they are. This is what paul Tillich means by t]le
"courage to accept one's finiteness" which, he holds, is the
basic courage every man must have.. It is ilre courage to be
and trust one's self despite tlte fact that one is finite; it
means acting, loving, thinking, creating, even though one
knows he does not have the final arlswers, and he may well
be wrong. But it is only from a courageous acceptance of
"Iinitude', arrd a responsible acting thereon, thai one
develops the powers ttrat one does not possess far from
absolute though they be. (p. ZBg).
The positive, creative aspects of self-hood are actualized as

one confronts, chooses, and moves through anxiety-ridden

experiences- It culminates in the hallmark of positive, mature, and

authentic selfhood - the capacity to love (May, lgsg). May (1g5o)
advocated that living authentically did not mean living without

anxiety. He believed that normal anxiety produced the
intrapsychic tension that spurred creativity and culture. Seeking to
avoid and live life without anxiety results only in further

impoverishment of one's personality, while confronting alxiety

through greater av/a.reness enriches oneh creative, emotional, ald
intellectual poten tialitie s.
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Tillich
Tillich (1952) was concerned with humankind's loss of
meaning in life and the anxiety that was the inevitable result.

Tillich wrote that humans are confronted with the anxieties of fate
and death; emptiness and meaninglessness; and guilt and
condemnation (Tillich, 1952). He postulated that the courage
needed for humans to affirm themselves and self-actualize when

confronted with anxiety is rooted in absolute faith. He also

understood being as a process of becoming, of humankind,s
potential.

Tillich (1952) underst'ood freedom as a precondition to being.
Modern humalkind has often chosen to surrender its freedom and

transform being into non-being in the face of anxiety. Tillich
(1952) saw humankind as being in a dialectical struggle with being

and non-being. Freedom involves choices and responsibility which
confronts us with anxiety. We surrender our freedom to find safety
and security, but that choice involves non-being.

Tillich ( 1952) argued that the courage of self-affirmation and
self actualization in the face of the anxieties of non-being must be

rooted in a power of being that is greater than the power of the

individual and the power of the world. Courage is affirmation of
being when confronted with non-being. courage is the person
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taking non-being upon herself or himself by affirming his or her
self as part of an embracing whole or its own selfhood.
Courage involves

risk. The self can be lost in the whole or

the world can be lost in an empty self-relatedness. "Couraqe needs

the power of being, a power transcending the non-being which is
experienced in the anxiety of fate and death, which is present in

the anxiety of emptiness and meaninglessness, which is effective in
the anxiety of guilt and condemnation." (Tillich, 19s2, p. lSS).
The courage that unites the diatectic of being and non-being

while transcending both is absolute faith. The dialectic of being
and non-being is transcended through mysticism and an

individual encounter with God. Forms of non-being include the
shunning of anxiety by reducing freedom and

ary\ra-reness

through

extreme participation with the world or extreme individualism and

retreating from the world. Tillich believed that both poles could be
accepted and transcended through faith.

Summarlr
Bugental (1965), May (1gs0, 1gs3,

tggt,

1gg3) and Tillich

(19521 developed similar ideas of authenticity, which were

characterized by the attributes of creativity, love, faith, a1d

commitment. They believed that humankind is in a constant
process of becomitg, which entails choosing which potentialities to
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actualize. The courage to confront the existential anxieties creates
rootedness, relatedness, identity, and meaningfulness. Authentic

living is also being subject in one's own life while being fully aware
of one's authentic feelings, thoughts, and wishes.
The themes summarized above are relevant to gay

men. By

courageously choosing, creating, and valuing, gay men carr

transcend the givens of their existence by choosing oneself rather

than being passive and powerless victims. some gay men are
aware of their own unique potentialities and choose to exercise

their margins of freedom. Unfortunately, some gay men surrender
to powerlessness, blame, absurdity, and estrangement.

Neq-Freudian Concepts of Authenticity
Eriks.on

Erikson (1968) was a neo-Freudian theorist who proposed a
model of identity development. Erikson argued that children
develop through stages of trust vs. mistrust; autonomy vs. shame

and doubt; and industry vs. inferiority until they reach
adolescence.

ffiically

during adolescence, the individual begins to

develop his own identity reflected through peer groups and models

of leadership. If the individual does not develop a sense of who he

is during adolescence, he wiII remain at this stage of development

until he fashions a sense of identity. A risk of not being oneself is
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identity diffusion, which implies that the individual does not find
his own center and seeks it outside of himself. Importantly,
adolescents will not be able to discover their own being if they have

not resolved the earlier childhood developmental tasks.
Erikson (1968) held that adult development of intim?cy,
generativity, and intcgrity are built on previous levels of
development. ftpically intimacy occurs during a person's twenties,

when he attains a mature sexuality through partnership,

friendship, sex, competition, and cooperation. If a person does not
develop intimacy, he will experience isolation from self and others.

Generativity is the phase of adult development that typically
occurs from a person's late twenties to their fifties. Generativity

implies cooperation with others as well as caring about the world
at large. SeH-absorption results when the developing person does
not attain generativity.
The final phase of development in Erikson's (1968) model is

integrity. This phase typically occurs late in life, and is achieved
through caring about the world, while also facing one's own death.
Despair is the result of not attaining integrity. In short, Erikson's
model can be interpreted as one of authentic being vs. inauthentic
being.
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Fromm

Erich Fromm (1941, 1956, 1976) explored the relationship
between human character and modern industrial society. Fromm
(1941) described several dual processes with which modern man

must contend. On one hand, human beings grow stronger
physically, emotionally, and rnentally from childhood to adulthood.
As the person grows, the above spheres become more and more

integrated and develop into a.n organtzed structure guided by the
individual's will and reason. Fromm (1941) referred to this
organized and integrated whole as one's "self", or "personalit5f

:

If we call this organized and integrated whole of the
personality the self, \rre can also say that the one side of the
growing process of individuation is the growth of selfstrength. The limits of the growttr of individuation and the
self are set, partly he individual conditions, but essentially
by social conditions. (p. 29)

Fromm (1941) maintained that individuation inevitably leads
to one's growing aloneness and separateness. Individuation severs
one's primary ties to one's mother and clan. Those ties offered

security and unity with the world outside oneself. The greater the
extent of one's emergence from the world of primary ties, the
greater one's awareness "of being alone, of being an entity separate

from all others.' (Fromm , 1941,p. 29.1 Individuation and
separation from primary ties often feel threatening and dangerous,

creating feelings of powerlessness and anxiety:
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As long as one uras an integral part of that world, unau/are
of the possibilities and responsibilities of individual action,
one did not need to be afraid of it, When one has become
an individual, one stands done and faces the world in atl
its perilous and overpowering aspeets (Fromm, 1941, p.
2e).

Fromm argued that humankind has arisen from its primary
ties of the Middle Ages to a state of much greater freedom in the
modern industrial era. The freedom from ties that once limited

humankind's potentialities is at once a blessing and a curse.
Humankind's increased freedom has helped unshackle its
potentialities while also increasing the sense of alienation,
powerlessness, loneliness, and anxiety. Thus, the simultaneous
processes of individuation and greater freedom for humankind lead

to often overwhelming anxiety, spurring humankind to surrender
freedom in order to find reassurzrnce and safety.
Mechanisms of escaping freedom (Fromm

, Lg41) to assuage

anxiet5r a-re masochistic and sadistic strivings as well as automaton

conformit5r. The masochist displays feelings of powerlessness,
weakness, insignificance, and inferiority. Sadists seek to make

others dependent on themselves to have power over them, and to
exploit them. A third kind of sadistic tendency is the wish to
make others suffer or to see them suffer. Sadists and masochists
are dynamically inter-related as each needs the other and both are
based on the sarne characterological weakness. "Both masochistic
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a.nd sadistic strivings tend to help the individual to escape his

unbearable feelings of aloneness and powerlessness" (p. 151).
Masochists and sadists are frightened individuals seeking someone

or something to tie themselves to; they cannot bear being

individual selves. Security is attained through the elimination of
their selves, and aim to lose themselves and be rid of the burden of
freedom.

Fromm (1941) also maintained that automaton conformity
was the mechanism of escape used by the mqiority of "normal"

individuals in modern society. Automaton conformity is the
repression of a person's real wishes, thoughts, and feelings and the

adoption of expectations of others that made them appear to be his
own
This substitution of pseudo aets for original acts of
thinking, feeling, and willing leads eventually to the
replacement of the original self by a pseudo self. The
original self is that seH which is the originator of mental
activities. The pseudo self is only an agent who actually
represents the role a person is supposed to play but who
does so under the name of self (Fromm, 1941, p. 2OS).

The adoption of a pseudo self leads to an intense insecurity,

doubt, and loss of identity. Paradoxically, automaton conformity
leads to yet greater levels of anxiety due to the loss of identity and
propels the individual to yet more conformity and surrendering of

identity. The individual is compelled to seek his identity by
continuous approval and recognition by others. "Since he does not
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know who he is, at least the others will know

- if he acts according

to their expectation; if they know, he will too, if he only takes their
word for it" (Fromm, 1941, p. 206). Automaton conformity is often
displayed through the "having mode" (Fromm, L9761, where one

tries to accumulate material possessions to conform with the

crowd. "I am what I have" (Fromm, 1976ll aptly describes those
who succumb to the having mode.
Fromm (1941, 1956, 1976) proposed that humartkind's
salvation lay in sDontaneity, being, artd love. Humankind can
move from negative freedom (freedom from) towards positive

freedom (freedom to) through the realaation of one's total

personality, by the active expre ssion of his emotional and

intellectual potentialities:
Those potentialities are present in everybody; they become
real only to the extent to which they are expressed. In
other words, positive freedom consists in the spontaneous
activity of the total, integrated personality (Fromm, 1941,
p. 258).

Spontaneous activity enahles humankind to transcend its

isolation without surrendering being. Spontaneity reunites

humankind with the world, nature, and oneself.
Spontaneity is the cornerstone of the being mode, while the
pseudo self is the pillar of the having mode. The being mode is
also based on independence, freedom, and critical reason.

Growing out of spontaneity is activit5r where:

3s

I experience myself as the subject of my activity.
Nonalienated activity is a process of giving birth to
something, of producing something, and remaining related.
to what I produce. This also implies that my activity is a
manifestation of my powers, tJrat I and my activity are one.
I call this nonalienated activity productive activity (Fromm,
L976, p. 79).

Further aspects of the being mode include the awareness
and acceptance of insecurity (rather than seeking security by
surrendering freedom), and solidarity rather than antagonism.
Solidarity is joining with one's peers and community to celebrate

traditions, rituafs, artd symbols. Solidarity is sharing admiration
of beauty, joy and sorrow. The being mode also holds that one
experiences joy as a by-product of spontaneous activity while

eschewing pleasure-seeking characteristic of the having mode.

Other aspects of the being mode are the ongoing affirmation of life
and living that reunites humankind with itself while preserving

individual integrity,
Fromm (1956) stated that mature love was characterized by
ca-re, responsibility, respect, and knowledge. One's

ability to

engage in mature love is predicated on being objective about

oneself and one's lover.

Fromm (1956) states:
I cannot be tmly objective about my family if I cannot be
objective about the strang€r, and vice versa. If I want to
learn the art of loving, I must strive for objectivity in every
sittration, and become sensitive to situations where I a:n
not objective. I must try to see ttre difference between my
picture of a person and his behavior, as it is narcissistically
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distorted, and the person's reality as it exists regardless of
my interests, needs, and fears. (p. 1ZO-lZLl

Maturity is the abiliry to be objective about oneself, one's
family, and one's partner. Maturity is one's freedom from primary
ties and the establishment of motherly and fatherly characteristics

within oneself. Further, maturity rests upon humilitSr, care,
respect, responsibility, and knowledge. Authentic maturity

facilitates love.
Fromm's (1941, 1956, Lg76l conceptualization of

authenticity is built upon spontaneous activity, living in the being
mode, and the capacity to love. Living according to the values

detailed above facilitates positive freedom without necessitating
one to surrender freedom to assuage powerlessness, alienation,

and anxiety.
Horney

Karen Horney (1937, 1950) described anxiety as resulting
from repressed hostility. Repression of hostility means avoiding
disagreements and lights, even when they a.re necessary. The
repression of hostility leads to a feeling of defenselessness and
powerlessness.

Horney (1937) argued that children who grow up in an
atmosphere lacking genuin*.

*T*th

and affection repress hostility

...due to helplessness (I have to repress my hostility
because I need you); fear (I have to repress hostilit5r
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because I'm afraid of you); love (I have to repress hostitty
for fear of losing love); and feelings of guilt (I have to
repress hostility because I would be a bad child if I felt
hostile) {p. 8s-86).

The repression of hostility leads to a conviction that the

world is a lonely and dangerous place, creating a feeling of being
lonely and helpless in a hostile environment. Horney designates

this attitude as the basic anxieff, which is inseparably interwoven

with a basic hostility. This basic anxiety undergirds all the
individual's efforts to seek reassurance.
The more debilitating the anxiety, the more intense the
protective measures. Horney outlines four basic ways in which the

individual seeks to protect herself or himself form the basic
anxiety: affection, submissiveness, power, and withdrawal. All
these coping strategies lead to alienation from the real self. Since

the "neurotic" is alienated from the true self, she or he constructs
an idealized self in which to take refuge.
Horney (1950) wrote:
We can look at self-idealization from two m4ior vantage points:
it is the logical outcome of an early development and it is also
the beginning of a new one. It is bound to have far-reaching
inlluence upon further development because there simply is no
more consequential step to be taken tJ'an the abandonment of
the real self. But the main reason for its revolutionarJr effect
lies in another implication of this step. The energies driving
towards self-realieation Erre shifted to the aim of actualizing the
ideal self. Ttris shift rrreans no more and no less than a
change in the course of the individuals' whole life and
development, (p. 24)
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Self-idealization involves a search for glory along with a need

for perfection, ambition, and vindictive triumph.
Alienation from the real self is a detachment from feelings,
wishes, beliefs and energies. Honey's alienation is akin to

inauthenticity. Alienation makes it impossible for the individual to
assume responsibility for himself and his life.
Horney's view of authenticity is a person seeing herself or

himself as she or he is, without minimizing or exeggerating.

Authenticity is also a willingness to bear the consequences of his
actions and decisions without trying to "get by" or put the blame
on others. Authenticity also means that it is up to the individual
to do something about his difficulties without insisting that others,
or fate, or time will bail him out.
Horney (1950) quoted William James in detailing her vision
of the real, or authentic, self:
It provides a "palpitating inward life"; it engenders the
spontaneity of feelings, whether these be joy, yearning,
love, anger, fear, despair. It is also the source of
spontaneous interest and energies, "the source of effort and
attention from which emanate the fiats of will"; the capaclty
to wish and to will; it is the part of ourselves that wants to
expand and grow and to fullill itself. It produces the
"reactions of spontaneity" to our feelings or thoughts,
"welcoming or opposing, appropriating or disowning,
striving with or against, saying yes or no". All this
indicates that our real self, when strong and active, enables
us to make decisions and assume responsibility for them.
(p. 1s7)
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Summary
Erikson (1968), Fromm [1941, 1956, L9761, and Horney
(1937, 1950) constructed the concept of authenticity from neoFreudian and developmental perscriptives. Fromm (1941, 1956,
L9761 and Horney (1937, 1950) believed

that authentic persons

were fully awa-re of their own feelings, thoughts, and wishes and
gave expressions to their inner selves through the complete and

spontaneous activity of their personalities and potentialities.
Likewise, Erikson (1968) described the developmental sequence

that gave one the possibility of spontaneous expression of one's
personality and potentialities.
The neo-Freudian themes outlined above are pertinent to the

lives of gay men. Many gay men give complete spontaneous
expression to their personalities and potentialities by creating art,
new institutions, fighting for social justice, and compassionately

caring for those stricken with AIDS. They have found solidarity

with one another through the trqgedy of AIDS, live in what Fromm
(1976) would call the being mode, artd eschew the pervasive

cultural belief "[ am what I have."
Some gay men find

it

necessa-r5r

to erect a pseudo, or false

self, as witnessed by those gay men who pretend to be

heterosexual. Others actualize what Horney, (1937, 1950) would
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term their idealized selves by surrendering to the 'cult of

masculinit5f or "body Fascism" (Signorile, 1997)

Junsian Concepts of Authenticity

June
C.G. Jung (as edited in Storr, 1983) advanced a theory of

identity rooted in wholeness and integration of opposites. Jung
was also an early entrant in the conceptualization of authenticity

and inauthenticity although he never used the above words.
Jung's concept of the persona can be likened to the above
descriptions of inauthenticity. The persona is the " mask " that
one presents to the world. One' s private world exists behind the

mask, and the two are often "preposterously different " (Jung as
quoted in Storr, 1983).

Jung believed that the construction of a socially acceptable
persona cerme at a very high price. He said such a way of being
"drives the ego straight into identification with the persona... the
'soullessness' of such an attitude is, however, only apparent, for

under no circumstances will the unconscious tolerate this shifting
of the center of gravity " (Jung as quoted in Storr, 1983, p. 95).

Jung also believed that a compensatory private life existed behind
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the mask. For exarnple, if one's persona is strong and invulnerable
the compensatory measure ruill weak and extremely vulnerable.

Jung (as edited in Storr, 1983) went on to advance the idea
that humankind is composed of opposites: conscious and
unconscious; anima {female) and animus (male}; light and shadow;
and introvert and extrovert.

Jung

a-lso argued

that personatity (read authenticity) is never

given, and that it is the product of the second half of tife. Jung
believed that a person achieves personality when he or she

awakens to the inner-voice. " By paying attention to the voice

within, the individual achie'res a new synthesis between conscious
and unconscious, a sense of calm acceptance and. detachment,
and a realization of the meaning of life " (Jung as quoted in Storr,
1983, p, 19).

This new synthesis between conscious and unconscions

shifts the center of gravity of the total personality away from the
ego (which is the center of consciousness) to the center between

the conscious and unconscious, which is the self. This new center,

or self, is expressed through symbols, myths, and ritual.
Unconscious forces help the individual maintain balance and

wholeness. Jung stated that the conscious and unconscious are
normally cooperative, yet, when an individual or group deviates
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...too far from their instinctual foundations, they then
experience the full impact of unconscious forces. The
collaboration of the unconscious is intelligent and
purposive, artd even when it acts in opposition to
consciousness its expression is still compensatory in a
intelligent way, as if it were trying to restore lost balance
(Jung as quoted by Storr, 1983, p. 219.)

In short, the unconscious is a self-regulating mech€rnism
expressed through affect and emotions. If an individual or group
becomes so inauthentic that

it has gone far astray from its

essence, the sub-conscious will react to return the person or group

to a more authentic state.

Jung (as edited by Storr, 19831 believed that relatively few
people awakened to the inner voice and achieved personality.

Awakening to the inner voice is a lonely and often unpopular

undertaking, and meant a fidelity to the law of one's own being.
The development of personality involves conscious moral thought

and choices, and Jung believed that most people were content to
remain safely with the crowd. Vocation, or calling, differentiates
one who follows his inner voice to one who chooses to remain with

the crowd.

Importantly, awakening to the inner voice does not mean a
monastic life, separated from others. The person is part of the
people as a whole, as well as an individual personality.
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Johnston
Theologian William Johnston (1978) reflects Jungian themes
regarding awakening to the inner voice, which Johnston believes is

love. The awakening to the inner eye of love is related to Jungian
stages of death and

rebirth. Jung spoke of four stages of

individuation: leaving the womb of the mother and entering the
world of life; puberty and liberating oneself from one's parents;
entering adult life as an independent and responsible person; and
departing this world and being born into the huge, unexplored

land beyond death (Johnston, 1978, p. 146).
Unfortunately, most people do not go through these stages
and are never fully born because they fear death and retreat from
suffering and pain. Jung (as edited by Storr, 1983) and Johnston
(1978) stated that one must die to oneself before being reborn.

Thus, to follow the inner voice, or eye, and develop personality and
wholeness, one needs to die to the previous way of life. This death

and rebirth helps one "become authentically human under the
guidance of faith and love" (Johnston, 1978, p. 148)

Jones

Similarly, Alan Jones (1985) said that we have to die to our
old ideas before we ca.n accept the invitation to see. Jones (1985)
advanced eight ways of believing:
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the need for detachment; the belief that nothing is
accidental; the fact that we are not as free as we think we
are; the conviction that rememberulg is an important part
of the process of growth; the belief that while we have to do
much of what we do done, companionship is essential; tl,e
necessity of contemplative commihnent; an appreciation of
our "fallenness'; and the mystery of having to let go of the
things and people we love most (p. 48).

Detachment allows one to transcend the self-centered
demands of the ego. The belief that nothing is accidental inbues
life with meaning. The limits of freedom stem from our physical

and spiritual starvation. Remembering is an important part of
growth because it keeps us from repeating the sarne mistakes. The
need for companionship comes from our need for relatedness.

Attentiveness is what enables us to follow the inner eye.
Fallenness is our lack of control and our rigidly encrusted patterns
of being. Finally, love means letting go. *We inevitably must let go
of the things and people we love most. Everything comes to an

end" (Jones, 1985, p. 59).
Jungians maintain that one must die to the inauthentic self
before being born to authenticity. Jones (1985) described

authenticity in terms of the above attributes. Johnston (1978)
believed that authenticity necessitated the additional attribute of

action. Johnston believed that discernment was cmcial to action
because we need to listen closely to ourselves before deciding

which actions to take and not to take.
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Discernment has much in common with May's (1983)
concept of Eigenwelt where one is both suhject and object at once

and able to pause before deciding which action to take. Johnston
(1978) stated:
From what has been said it will be clear that for
discernment we need an objective view of ourselves and our
feelings. As long as we are entangled in our own anger or
varrity or lust or fear or craving we cannot be poised and
ready to follow the call of the Spirit of love. How, then, c€l.n
we attain to this objectivity and inner freedom? The
principal way is by prayer and reflection on the meaning of
life, thus deepening our inner experience and entering into
a neur level of awareness where craving and attachment no
longer tyrannize our lives (p. 163).

One thing to remember about discernment and its meaning

for authentic being is the fact of contingency and the resultant
existential artxiety. No matter how attentively we discern, we still
have the potential to take wrong actions. Taking this anxiety upon
ourselves and being responsible for our choices is a crucial part of

authentic being.

Summary

Jung (as edited by Storr, 1983), Johnston (1978), and Jones
(1985), believed that authenticity was awakening to one's inner
voice, which they argued was the voice of love.

Jung (as edited by Storr, 1983) believed that the
development of personality {authenticity} required courage, faith,
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and commitment because it is usually an unpopular undertaking.
Being authentic is to break with conformity while remaining
connected and related to others. The development of personality
involves making deliberate, conscious moral choices.

Johnston (1978) related authenticity to rebirth, and believed

that many people were never truly born because they feared death
and retreated from suffering and pain. Authentic persons accept
suffering, pain, and anxiety as part of being.
Jones (1985) further developed the death metaphor by

stating that one must die'to his or her old ideas before one can
accept the invitation to see. Jones' attributes of authenticity are

detachment, responsibility, commitment, connectedness and
separateness, and humility.
Gay men awaken to themselves when they come out, yet a

secondary death and rebirth also occurs. Gay men must die to

their heterosexual life scripts, and come out within (Ot-Ieil and

Ritter, L992l'. Some gay men are never fully reborn because they
fear the suffering and pain of metaphorical death.

Cq,nclu sion :

Authenticity De-fined

Any attempt to define authenticity will be incomplete. Yet,
the themes discussed in previous sections provide the basis to
make such art attempt.
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Courage undergirds all other attributes of authenticity

(Bugental, 1965; Fromm, 1941, 1956, L976; Horney, 1937, 1950;

Johnston, 1978; Jones, 1985; M*y, 1950, 1953, 1983r Storr, 1983;

Tillich, 1952). Coura,ge is necessary for one to be responsible, to
make choices, to live out one's identity, and to be creative.
Courage enables one to navigate between the perils of extreme

participation and isolation, while maintaining the integrity of one's
self.

Authenticity is also one's full and feelingful awareness of
being subject in one's own life (Bugental, 1965; Fromm, 1941;

Horney, L937, 1950; M"y, 1950, 1953, 1981, 1983; Storr, 1983).

It is the awareness of one's original thoughts, feelings, and wishes
(Bugental, 1965; Fromm, L941; May, 1953, 1981; Horney, 1937,
1950). Authenticity is knowing oneself objectively, without
narcissistic distortions (Fromm, 1956). Authenticity is the ability
to love without fusing to one's partner, thus losing one's identity.

Authentic love is expressed through attitudes of care, respect,
knowledge, and responsibility towards humankind as a whole, and
one's lover in particular (Fromm, 1956).

Authentic persons live creatively by exercising what May
(1983) would describe as their margins of freedom. When

confronted by conditions that limit one's freedom, authentic men
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and women creatively transcend destiny (May, 1983). Hence,
freedom, destiny, and creativity are inter-related.

Authenticity is also the exercise of positive freedom, built on
spontaneity (Fromm, 1941). It is choosing oneself through

humanistic values and ethics. It is the ability to pause and
evaluate one's potentialities (May, 1953, 1981; Johnston, 1978).

Authenticity is the expression of faith, love, commitment, and
creativity allowing one to achieve needs of rootedness, identity,
meaningfulness, and relatedness (Bugental, 1965; Fromm, 1956).

Studies Related to Authenticity

Rahilly (1993) conducted a qualitative and inductive study of

authentic experience. Thirteen sample subjects where chosen from
a psychotherapist training group. The author included herself in

the study, making the total number of subjects fourteen.
Rahilly asked subjects to describe an authentic experience
they have had and analyzed the data based on Van Kaam's
(Rahilly, 1993) six steps of phenomenological analysis. The steps

are

1)

classifying the data into categories or constituents; 2)

reduction and transformation of the data into descriptive and
precise terminolory; 3) discarding expressions that are related to

the phenomenon under study but are not the phenomenon; 4) the
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researcher's hypothesis about the phenomenon; 5) applying the
hypothesis to randomly selected protocols to see if it contains rnore

than the essential constituents of the topic under investigation;
and 6) valid identification.
Based on the above sample and procedure, Rahilly found

that 100% of subjects reported that authentic experience involved
intensity of emotion; a heightened a\ryareness of somatic
experience; a sense of being fully present and aware of self; and a

heightened awa-reness of others involved in the particular situation
being experienced. Also, 78V6 of subjects reported that authentic
experience involved a dissolution of ego, and 7lYo reported that

authentic experience arose from an honest or self-disclosing
remark by themselves or others.
Gamble and Brown (1981) studied the premise that the

ability to come to terms with personal mortality is a prerequisite to
living an authentic or actualized life.
The twenty subjects selected for the study were chosen on

the basis of their lifestyle being representative of the qualities

under examination. The ten suhjects in the inauthentic and
unactualized group were confined to a mental institution. The ten

participants in the authentic and actualized group were chosen on
the basis of having achieved a life situation which afforded them
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the freedom to choose alternatives while accepting responsibility

for their choices.
The participants experienced a guided imagery that afforded

them the opportunity to experience themselves at progressively
older ages until they eventually confronted their own deaths.
Raters were employed to evaluate outcomes.

Results for the actualieed group (N=8) were 5.8 successes
arrd 2.2 farlures; for the unactualized group (N:8) 0 successes and

8 failures.
The findings of the above study supported the hypothesis

that the two groups who differed immensely on dimensions
authenticity and actualization will produce very different results
during a fantasy experience which requires the ability to deal with
the fact of personal mortality.
Rahilly (1993) and Gamble and Brown's (1981) studies are

helpful because they specify attributes of authentic being and
experience. However, neither study relates to gay men as they
struggle toward authenticity while being continuously confronted

stigmatization and oppression.
Rhoads (1995) conducted a two-year ethnographic study of

the coming-out experiences of gay and bisexual male college

students. Forty students at a large research university were
intenriewed. Descriptive and open-ended questions were used.
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Examples are "How do you identify in terms of sexual orientation?"

and "What does coming out mean to you?".
Other methods of data collection were direct observation of
subjects and review of documents such as the student newspaper.
The resea.rcher stated that he used diverse methods of data
collection in order to triangulate observations, or corroborate the

data through the use of multiple methods.
Sample subjects were mostly recruited through the campus
gay alliance. The sample lvas skewed towards upperclassmen and

graduate students.
Four themes emerged during the intenriews, which were

(a)

coming out as a process, (b) personal changes related to coming

out, (c) negative experiences of coming out, and (d) ongoing
experiences of harassment and discrimination. (Rhoads, 1995, p.
6e).
The theme of coming out as an ongoing process equates with

the existential-humanist idea of becoming and choosing to
actualiee potentialities, while also confronting the anxiety aroused
by the exercise of one's freedom"

Miranda and Storms (1989) conducted two studies to explore
the relationship between self-labeling and self-disclosure to the
development of a positive lesbian or gay identity. Study I examined

the relationship of positive gay identity, ns mea$ured by the
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satisfaction with sexual orientation scale, and psychological
adjustment, as measured by neuroticism and ego strength.
Coping strategies of self-labeling and self-disclosure were examined

to determine their relationship to positive gay identity and
p

sychological adj u stment.
The sample consisted of 5O men and 50 women, who were

between the ages of 16 and 57 years. {mean = 30, sd

:9.LZl

Participants completed a 103 item questionnaire that measured
demographics; lesbian or gay identity where responses ranged from
(1) "extremely unhappy and unsatisfied' to (7) "extremely happy

and satisfied"; self-label using a 10 point Kinsey sexual orientation
measure ranging from (1) "homosexual" to (1O) "heterosexual"; self-

disclosure was measured on the basis of 38 life areas, including
employment, religion, family, and education. Categorical
responses were (1) " not out "; (2) "partly out "; and (3) ,'completely

out

".

Higher scores indicated greater levels of self-disclosure. Bgo

strength is the ability to adapt to the world in such a way as to
derive satisfaction from living in it, and was assessed by two
scales developed for the studies. Psychological well-being was
assessed on a scale ranging from (1) "extremely displeased with

most aspects of my life" to (7) "I feel extremely psychologically
strong and well adjusted." Psychological strength was assessed by
a scale ranging from (1) "I have a lot of psychological problems at
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this point in my life" to (7) nI feel extremely psychologically strong
and adjusted." Finally, neurotic anxiet5r was measured by the
Eysenck Personality Inventory, with high scores associated with

anxiety, worry, and emotional lability (Miranda and Storms, 1989,
p. 4 r-421.
Study I tested the hypothesis that positive lesbian and gay

identity was related to psychological adjustment; and self-labeling
and self-disclosure were related to positive lesbian and gay

identity. The primary variable was lesbian and gay identity, and
ranged from more to.less positive.
Lesbian and gay identity was reliably related to neurotic

anxiety (R : -.34). Those with a more positive identity reported
significantly fewer symptoms of neurotic anxiety than did those

with a negative identity. Interestingly, the mean neuroticism score
for positively identified subjects was 9.4, which is at the SOth
percentile on normative scores, whereas the mean score for the
negatively identilied subjects was 12.L, which is at the TOth

percentile and is indicative of pathological alxiety.
Gay and lesbian identity was positively related to ego

strength (r = .69, p < .0OI). Those with amore positive lesbian or
gay identity reported greater ego strength than did those with a

negative identity.
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Positive gay identity was correlated with self-labeling as

homosexual
(r

:

(r:

.59), and was also correlated with self-disclosrl.re

.45). Those with a more positive identity reported more

pervasive self-disclosure than did those with a negative identity.

Study II replicated the above study with a younger

population (me?rl: 24.5 yea-rs, sd = 5.08 years) using the same
scales employed in study

I.

As in Study I, the more positively

identified subjects reported better psychological adjustment.
Identification was related to neuroticism (r = -.26) and ego strength

(r: .49). Similarly,

subjects in Study II with more positive identity

reported using self-labeling and self-disclosure more often.
While useful in understanding authenticity in gay men, this
study is also problematic because "adjustment" is the dependent

variable. Bugental (1965) and May (1983I believed that a person
could be well - adjusted and also inauthentic.
Rollo May (1983) believed that values constituted the core of
one's identity and that the ongoing process of valuing was an

attribute of authentic being. The following three studies are
related to gay identity and values.
Newman and Muzrnnigro (1993) studied the coming out
stages and the degree to which coming out was impacted by the
presence of traditional and non-traditional family values. The
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coming out stages were (1) sensitization, (2) confusion, denial, guilt

and shame and (3) acceptance.
The coming out stages were operationalized using

Likert-ffie

scales. Questions inquired about sensitization as a child by asking
how subjects felt between the ages of 4 and 9 , with responses
ranging from "very different' (1) to "very similar" (4); the sex of
most of the respondents'friends ranging from "all boys" t1) to "all

girls" (5), and the level of masculinity compared to other boys
ranged from (1) "much more masculine" to (5) a "Lot less
masculine."
Confusion was operationalized with a Likert-type scale which
ranged from "I felt a lot of confusion" (1) to "I did not feel any

confusion" (5). Guilt and shame was measured from (1) "a lot of

guilt and shame" to (4) "none". Ages of first disclosure was
determined in order to establish the beginning of the acceptance
period.

Traditional and non-traditional family values were
operationalized through questions regarding the importance of

religion; importance to their family that they have children; and
whether a language besides English was spoken at home.
Responses rarrged from (1) "very importartt" to (5) "not at all

important". To calculate the traditional family rating, two points
were given to each "very important" and "important" response, one
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point for "somewhat importal:rt" , zero points for "not that
important" or "not important at all" (mean = 4.29, sd - 2.42}. The
above the mean subjects (n= 1 1) were categorized as high

traditional while those below the mean (n=13) were categorized as
low traditional (Newman and Muzzonigro, 1993, p.218).
Subjects reported that they felt a little different from other
boys between the ages af 4 and 9 years old (mean = 2.08, sd = 1.1,

range

I

to 4). Respondents realized they were gay between the

ages of 3 and 17 years (meart

= L2.5, sd = 2.1). The average age of

first crush was 12.7 (sd = 2,L, range = 9 to

18).

The mecln guilt score from 1 to 4 was 2.8 (sd = 1.2l., and 59y"

reported some guilt while

4Lo/o

reported no guitt. Denial was seen

as a coping stratery as 507o had at one time told themselves that

they were not Bay, and 85% had pretended to be heterosexual.
The onset of the acceptance stage was operationalized by the
age of

first disclosure (mean: 16, sd = 2.I1. A qualitative measure

of acceptance was determined by examining responses to the open-

ended question, "How do you feel about being gay?", artd results

indicated that 6lV" of respondents had entered the acceptance
stage.

The feeling of being different from other boys was greater for
those from traditional families. Also, respondents from high

traditional families reported strong family disapproval, while those
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from low traditional families indicated perceptions of less
disapproval.
No significant difference was found between the two groups

regarding disclosure: 85% from more traditional and gLy" from
less traditional families had told at least one family member. No

significant difference was found in age of first disclosure (high

traditional mean = 15.7 years, sd - 1.5; low traditional mearl

=

16.1 years, sd = 2.31.
Newman and Muzzonigro (1993) concluded that a greater
sense of alienation from the gay community in those from high

traditional families was not supported. No significant difference
was found in the ratings of extent to which they fit in with other
gay people (high traditional mearr: 2.o, sd = .8; low traditional

mean = 2.1, sd = .10).
Parental values of religion, marriflge , and family were
moderate influences on the gay adolescents in this sample. The

study did not address the authentic process to choosing values

that may be very different from those of their family. Also, the
study did not explore how courage to value and commitment to
self-chosen values related to authenticity for the sample subjects,
Peplau and Cochran (1981) conducted an exploratory study
of relationship values in gay men. A purposive sample of 128 men

ranging in age from 18 to 65 years old was recruited for the study.
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Subjects completed a Z4-page questionnaire that inquired about

the respondents' level of involvement in the gay community;

attitudes towards relationships; and questions regarding specific
romantic and sexual relationship. For men currently in a
relationship, questions assessed love and satisfaction, future
expectations, sexual behavior, living affangements, artd balance of
power.

The questionnaire asked men to complete a 9-point scale
regarding their relationships. As a group, the greatest importance
was given to. "being able to discuss my most intimate feelings"
(mean : 8.1), "Each of us being able to have our own ca-reer" (mean

:

7.8), "Sexua-l compatibility" (mearr = 7.5), "having a supportive

group of friends as well as my romantic/ sexual partner {mean

:

7.41, and "Having an egalitarian (equal power) relationship (mean =

7.3). Least important were "Both partners being equally involved
in gay political activities (mean = 3.3), "Having similar political
attitudes' (mearl = 3.4), and "being able to have sexual relations
with people other than my partner" (mean = 4.0).
The results of the above study support the conclusion that
men in the sample valued their relationships, and described them
as being extremely close and personally rewarding. (Peplau and

Cochran, 1981, p. 12).
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Fischer (1989) conducted a qualitative study of values
among gay and lesbian religious leaders. Her purposive sarrrple
was composed of eleven subjects who were a.sked a set of openended questions. The interview was divided into two parts: a story
section and a set of questions tapping values regarding family,

church and theolory, politics and community.
The first part of the interview begarr with a request for a
story about the subjects' self and how that self is revealed in

relation to the values and moral perspectives of the subject. The
second part of the interview began with the drawing of a spiral with

a core labeled "self'. The spiral identilied each of the relationships
the author wished to explore, such as church, community, family,

and polity.
Fischer (1989) generalized that the lesbian and gay religious
leaders in the sample were not single-issue believers or activists.
The respondents felt a religious vocation, or calling. "Although the

reality of homosexuality in the church rernains controversial, all
the respondents replied that their calling was shaped by a sense of
the human condition in God's world" (Fischer, 1989, p. 17U. The
respondents also engaged in education to foster justice and

equality, and were not dissuaded from their efforts by
disappointment and church bigotry. Her conclusions echoed many
of the authentic themes outlined in the theoretical overview.
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Confronted with multiple anxieties and stressors, some gay

men choose to escape from freedom by shrinking their awa-reness.
Mechanisms of escape include chemical use, anxiety, depression,

identity concealment, and suicide
Skinner (199a) surveyed gay men and lesbians in two
southern cities. The Trilogr Project studied self-reported licit and

illicit drug use among self-defined gay men and lesbians. The
study examined lifetime, past-year, and past-month age-specific
prevalence of use of six illicit and two licit drugs and demographic

predictors of frequency of use.
The sample for the above study was composed of gay men

and lesbians living in and around the two largest cities of a
southern state. Likert-type questionnaires were mailed to potential

subjects. TWo hundred and sixty gay men and one hunrired and
eighty seven lesbians returned the questionnaires. Each chemical
was surveyed separately. Examples of suruey questions a-re "Have

your used marijuana in your lifetime? During the past year?
During the past month?" and "How often in the past year have you
used marijuana?" Response categories were (1) never, (2) one to
five times in the past yeil, (3) one to two times a month, (4) several

times a month, (5) one or two days per week, ald (6) daily or
almost daily (Skinner, 1994, p. 1308).
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Skinner (1994) contrasted prevalence rates for the sample

with the prevalence rates found in the 1990 National Household
Surwey on DrugAbuse (p. 1309). Between the ages of 18 and 25,

16.5% of men and 9.Lo/o of women had used marijualna in the past

month compa-red with 37.5V" of gay men and 23.5V" of lesbians.
While 73.TT" of men and 55.2"/" of women had used alcohol in the
past month between ages 26 and 34, comparative figures for gay
men and lesbians were 81.3% and 66.7"/0 respectively. Skinner
(1994) claimed "clearly, illicit and licit drug use in the homosexual

community is a public health concern requiring immediate

attention" (p.

13091.

Skinner's (1994) findings confirm earlier studies. For
exarnple, McKirnan and Peterson (1988) sur/eyed 3,400 gay men
on the extent of alcohol, marijuarla, and cocaine use.

Substantially higher proportions of gay men in the sample used
alcohol, marijuana, and cocaine than was the case in the general

population. The authors speculated that culturally specific
stressors may account for the discrepa.ncy found between chemical
use prevalence in the sample and general population.

Kus (1988) tested the hypothesis that alcoholism in gay
males was related to non-acceptance of the gay self. Ethnographic
methods were employed to study gay recovering alcoholics in
Seattle, Chicago, Iowa City, and Oklahoma City. In-depth
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interviews were conducted with 20 subjects, each having at least
one year of sobriety. Subjects were asked if they accepted being

gay as a positive aspect of self both when drinking and while sober.

Fully 100% of informants admitted non-acceptetnce of the gay self
while drinking, and that many typically drank prior to sex to buffer
feelings of guilt and shame. Subjects also reported an initial

difficulty edoyrng sex while sober. However, all subjects reported
a deepening sense of gratitude and spirituality

in sobriety, having

believed that being gay was nothing to be thankful for while

drinking.
Dupras (1994) surveyed gay men in Montreal, Canada to
assess the correlation between gay males' internal ized, homophobia

and psychosexual functioning. Dupras (1994) hypothesized that
internalized homophobia (defined as self-hatred felt by gay men
because of their homosexuality) interferes with one's quality of life

and mental health, as well as psychosexual orientation. "Men who
have difliculty accepting their homosexual orientation suffer
psychological discomfort, and this discomfort has pernicious
repercussions on sexual experiences" (Dupras, 1994, p. 24).
The sample for the study consisted of 173 HlV-negative and

88 Hlv-positive gay men. Respondents completed the Nungesser
Homosexual Attitudes Inventory and the Multidimensional

Sexuality Questionnaire (Dupras, 1994, p. 25). The Nungesser
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Scale measured (1) attitudes towards one's homosexual feelings

and behavior, (2) attitudes towards homosexuality in general, and
(3) attitudes toward the disclosure of one's homosexuality. The

Multidimensional Sexuality Questionnaire measured sexual
depression, sexual anxiety, sexual preoccupation, fear of sexuality,
sexual-esteem, and sexual satisfaction.
Results from the study confirmed "that accepting one's

homosexuality is significantly associated with certain psychosexual

characteristics...' (Dupras, 1994, p. 26). The scores on
internalwed homophobia were positively linked with those on
sexual depression, sexual anxiety, fear of sexuatity, sexual esteem,

and sexual dissatisfaction by both HlV-negative and HlV-positive
gay men. The study also revealed a stronger link between

internalized homophobia and poor psychosexual adjustment in
HlV-positive subjects, "probably because they felt they were
committing two sexual transgressions at once, making love to
another man and being unsafe" (Dupras, 1994, p. 27ll.
Lang (1991) examined the relationship between self-esteem

and other psychological variables before and after being diagnosed

with AIDS. The variables were studied ethnographically and
through psychometric scales. The ethnographic methods were
participant observation, key informant interviewing, and direct
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knowledge and understanding of the Houston, Texas gay

community.
The 64 respondents were divided into five categories. The

first group was composed of 21 men who had not been tested for
the presence of HIV. "They are referred to as the horried well'
because the panic, fear, and hysteria evoked by the presence of the

AIDS virus in their cornmunity have made them highly sensitive to

the possibility to contracting AIDS" (Lang, 1991, p. 67lt.
The second group was composed of eight men who were HIVnegative, while the third group contained fifteen men who were

HlV-positive, but who had not yet developed AIDS. Group four was
comprised of eight men in the early stages of the disease while

group five comprised eleven persons in the midst of AIDS
complications.
Subjects were administered scales to measure variables
believed to relate to an individual's response to the disease. Lang
(1991) speculated that the threat or presence of AIDS was
associated with depression, isolation, estrangement, and low self-

esteem. The indices from Hudson's clinical assessment package
(p. 670) were selected to measure the degree of impairment or

adjustment by subjects to the presence of AIDS in the community.
None of the five groups surveyed expressed problems
associated with self-esteem. Scores on the index of self-esteem
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ranged from 19 to 29.3, with a score of 3O suggesting therapeutic

intervention. However, all five groups showed significant
impairment on the index of family relations. "The specter of
unavoidable death, then, seems to exacerbate an already existing
sense of estrangement from gay males' families of origin" (Lang,

1991, p. 68). The generalized contentment sca1e, the index of peer

relations, and the index of self-esteem scores suggest that the men

in the sample continued to function despite the threat of AIDS, and
did not succumb to depression, powerlessness, and hopelessness.
Lang's (1991) ethnographic data indicated that all subjects
were estranged from their families ancl that AIDS alfected how they

felt about themselves and others. Some men in the study turned
"physical and psychological adversity into personal victory. For
some, AIDS meant coming to terms with their sexual orientation;

for others, it meant defeat and continued denial" (Lang, 1991, p.
7 U.

While Lang demonstrated that some gay men confronted their

anxiety and fears while others retreated, the study did not explore
how some gay men found courage while others succumbed to
dread.
Joseph, Caumartin, Tal, Kirscht, Kessler, Ostrow, and

Wortman (1990I explored psychological functioning in a cohort of
gay men at risk for AIDS over a three-year period. Subjects

participating in the Chicago Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study were
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invited to participate in the Coping and Change Study (CCS), a
multidisciplinary behavioral and psychosocial study of "this at risk
population" (p. 609).
Subjects were assessed biannually from 1984 through
December, 1987, and the sample comprised 961 gay men. Scales
used to assess mental health were the 58 item Hopkins Symptom

Checklist, questions from the depression scale for the Center for
Epidemiological Studies (CESD-S) inventory, and a self-

administered version of the depression screen for the Diagnostic
Interview Schedule. AIDS related distress was measured using
three new scales developed for the study.
Due to attrition, only 436 subjects attended all six biannual

assessments. Results of the study demonstrated consistently
higher mean levels of distress than those found in general

population suroeys. Interestingly, the cohort also experienced a
steady increase in AlDS-specific distress, osuggesting that

participants are not denying the reality of AIDS nor its effects on
their lives' (Joseph et.al,, 1990, p. 614). In other words, many
men in the study found the courage and faith to live out their

identities despite the anxiety aroused by AIDS. The CCS did not
explore how some gay men mobilize courage to continue living

responsibility when confronted with their own finitude.
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Hintze, Templer, Cappelletty, and Frederick {1993}
researched death depression and death anxiefy in gay men as a

function of medical, psychosocial, and suhjective state variables.
The 94 Hlv-positive gay men in the sample were administered the
Beck Depression Inventory, the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, the
Konofslry Scale of Medical Debilitation, the Death Anxiety Scale,

and the Death Depression Scale,
Results showed a high correlation (r=.91) between the Death

Anxiety Scale and the Death Depression scale. Hintze et.al. (1993)
speculated "Clinically, this may indicate that HlV-positive gay men
experience a global state of anxiety in which death anxiety and

more general distress are not easily separated" (p. 339). Partial

correlations between death anxiety and family knowledge of AIDS
diagnosis (r:.27l., as well as between death anxiety and sex partner
knowledge of diagnosis (r.=. 12) suggest caution in assuming that

disclosure of HIV status enhances coping. The study does not
explore how HlV-positive gay men courageously confront their

anxiety and creatively transcend suffering.
Viney (1992) hypothesieed that two Australian gay
communities would differ on measures of anger, anxiety, and
depression based on the level of bereavement in each community.
The author believed that the gay community of Sydney was more
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bereaved than the gay community in Melbourne. The sample was

comprised of 141 gay men from Sydney, and 74 from Melbourne.

Participants in the study were interviewed by trained

interviewers. The interview schedule consisted of open-ended
questions and tasks. Each interview was recorded and

transcribed. Nine content scales were applied to the
transcriptions. Content analysis scales were used to assess the
anxiety, anger, and depression of the participants. The resea-rches
tested inter-rater reliability on a sub-sample of twenty responses.

Inter-correlations ranged from .84 to .95, while no significant
differences were found between the means of the sets of scores

using t-tests.
Anxiety, a.nger, and depression were operationalized using
the Cognitive Anxiety Scale, the Total Anxiety Scale, the Hostility In
Scale, the Hostility Out Scale, the Ambivalent Hostility Scale, the
Pawn and Origin Scales, the Sociability Scale, and the Positive

Affect Scale. Study results showed that the more bereaved

community was characterized by more anger and anxiety, "marked
by fears of death, bodily mutilation, and separation" (Viney et.al.,

1993, p. 157). Contraqr to the researchers'hypothesis, the less
bereaved sample was characterized by depression and guilt.
Some gay men choose to escape from the threats of AIDS,

oppression, stigmatization, and self-hatred by concealing their
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identities. However, concealing one's identity exacts a high price
both intra-psychically and interpersonally. Cole, Kemeny, Taylor,
and visscher (1996) studied the health effects of identity

concealment. The 222 gay men and bisexual men in the sample
exhibited cancer and infectious diseases in direct proportion to the
degree in which they concealed their identity.
Disease incidence was operationalized as cases of cancer and

infectious disease per person-year. Degree of identity concealment
was operationalized as completely out, mostly out, half in and half

out, and mostly or completely in the closet. The study implies that
failure to live out one's identity culminates in higher levels of
physical health risk.
Finally, some gay men attempt to escape from the givens of

their lives by attempting suicide. Rotheram-Borus, Hunter, and
Rosario (1994) sampled 138 gay adolescents at the Hetrick-Martin

Institute in New York City. The study found that 39% of
respondents had attempted suicide, and of those who had

attempted, 52.I had made more than one attempt.
The alarming results described in the above research

confirmed earlier studies. Saghir and Robin (1973) surveyed 129
gay males and found that sample participants attempted suicide
seven tirnes more often than controls. Likewise, Woodruff (1972}

reported that 50% of the 500 gay men comprising the sample
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reported serious suicide thoughts and attempts. While the above
studies are old, the givens of life for gay men have become more

,

not less hostile (e.g. AIDS) during the ensuing yea-rs.
A dramatic example of a gay man surrendering his being was
described by Frances, Wikstrom, and Alcena (1985). They
described a case history of a gay man suffering form debilitating

anxiety. After several suicide attempts, the subject sought out sex
partners infected with AIDS so that he could contract the disease.
The subject subsequently died from AIDS.
Choosing to live authentically or inauthentically can he a life

or death choice. Living inauthentically can lead to either physical
or metaphorical death. The consequences of surrendering to dread
(Bugental, 1965) inevitably leads to the loss of one's being.
Another choice is available. It is the choice of life, where one
loves, creates, chooses, thinks, feels, and wishes despite the

cruelty of the world.

Models of Gay Identity Development

Several models of gay identity and development have been

proposed where coming out is seen as the crucial developmental

milestone. The following descriptions of gay identity development
were important because the stage models tend to be based on
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stimulus-response dynamics. The models described below do not
account for the ways courage, responsibility, and choice, determine

identity for gay men. Only OTtleil and Ritter's (1992) concept of
coming out within and dyrng to one's heterosexual life script
related to choice, which meant gay men were capable of pausing to
evaluate choices and possessed the courage to die to their

inauthentic selves.

Cass

Cass (1979) proposed a six-stage model of gay identity

formation based within the framework of interpersonal congruency

theory. Cass stated that her model was based on the assumptions
that identity is acquired through a developmental process and that
behavior change occurs through interactions between individuats

and their environments.
Cass formulated the sta,ges of gay identity formation as

identity confusion, identity comparison, identity tolerance, identity
acceptance, identity pride, and identity synthesis. Cass also
believed that identity foreclosure could occur at any stage within

the model.

Identity foreclosure can occur in the first stage if the person
perceives the meaning of homosexual behavior correctly, but as
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undesirable. The person may restrict further gay behaviors as well
as information regarding homosexuality.

The second stage of identity compari.son leads to a feeling of

incongruency. Cass believed that alienation from the self occurred
during this stage.
Cass stated:
Accepting the self as "not heterosexual" lead.s the person to
realize ttrat all the guidelines for behavior, ideals, and
expectations for t]le fuhrre that accompany a heterosexual
identity Erre no longer relevant to the person's life, and most
importanfly, have not been replaced by others. The
continuity between past, present, and future that was
based on the heterosexual model has now gone, and the
.person must attempt to find new mearrings for life (cass,
L979, p. 225).

Alienation from self ccur occur due to the loss of the familiar

structure. Integration of a gay identity begins at this

stage.

Foreclosure of a gay identity can also occur at this stage by

continuing to "pass" as heterosexual, seeing oneself as a special
case, holding on to the heterosexual model by constructing oneself

to be bisexual, and the belief that being gay is only temporar5r.
(Cass, 1979).

Identity tolerance arrd identity acceptance occurs as the
person is able to say, "I am homosexual" (cass, lgrg, p.23

1).

Identity foreclosure occurs when the person is unable or unwilling
to make to above statement, both privately and publicly,
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The highest level of gay identify development is identity

synthesis. This occurs as ones homosexuality is integrated into the

whole self and ciu-l be seen as being arr aspect of one's self.

Coleman

Coleman (1982) also advanced a stage model for gay identity

development. The five stages of the model a-re pre-coming out;
coming out; exploration; first relationships; and integration.
Coleman's model is similar to other models described herein.

Pre-coming out is characterized by an awareness of being different.

During the coming out stage, the person becomes consciously
awa-re of his difference from other males and ascribes

that

difference to being gay. It is also the stage when the individual
begins to disclose his sexual orientation to others. Exploration

occurs as the individual begins to explore his sexuality. First
relationships are the time when men begin to explore gay
relationships that combine physical and emotional attraction.
Integration results as the gay male develops balzurce between
independence and dependence; intimacy and individuality; and
separation and attachment (Colgan, lgBZ).
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Hetrick

d Martin

Hetrick and Martin (1987) argue that the primary
developmental task for gay adolescents is adapting to a stigmatized

role. They found that gay adolescents

cope

with stigmatieation

through isolation; violence and suicide; drug use; denial of
membership; identification with the dominant group; self-ful{rlling
negativism; and gender deviance.

Hetrick and Martin (1987) state:
The coping strategies that have been found are attempts by
some adolescents to sunrive emotionally and
psychologically in a hostile environment. One seems to
hide to avoid societ5r's sanctions against being homosexual.
unforhrnately, that hiding process is also one of societ5r's
punishments. An:riety, alienation, self-hatred, and
demoralieation may result; these may be in brief duration
or may last into adulthood (Hetrick and Martin, 1982, p.

4U.

Cornett (1995) maintained that the force of stigmatization
was so powerful that gay men both internalized the negative

judgments from family, friends, and society and sptit-off the
aspects of their identity that a.re perceived as undesirable. This

entails surrendering one's authentic inner world and erecting a
false self (Cornett, 1995),

Troiden

Troiden (1979I described a similar model of gay identity

formation. He believed that people did not progress from stage to
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stage but rather went back and forth between stages and that the
stages tended to overlap. The four stages in his model were

sensitization, identity confusion, identity assumption, and
commitment.
Sensitieation occurs before puberty and involves the
perception of being different from same-sex peers. Identity

confusion occurs during adolescence. Identity assumption occurs
late in adolescence or early adulthood as the individual begins to
accept his or her sexual preference and to explore his or her

sexuality and the gay community. commitment occurs as a gay

identity is perceived as both valid and necessar5r for optimal
functioning (Troiden, lg7g).

OTIeil

d Ritter
O'Neil and Ritter (1992) proposed a Jungian stage model of

gay identity development that entailed dyrng to one's heterosexual

life script, O'Neil and Ritter also proposed that the loss of one's
heterosexual life script is often so overwhelming and traumatic

that individuals will often hold on to it or construct a new one.
They liken the loss of one's heterosexual life script to a grief and
loss process, artd state that gay men can become "stuck" and never

fully die to the old script. The "holding on" means that gay men
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often do not come out within, and do not integrate a new life script

or identity.
Stages of O'Neil and Ritter's model are

initial awareness of

loss; holding on to what has been lost; letting go or rejecting what

has been lost; awa.reness of loss; gaining perspective; integrating
loss; reformulating loss; and transforming loss. The model
proposes that coming out within is a spiritual journey
necessitating courage, faith, and commitment.

Summary

Identity synthesis, commitment, integration, and
transformation of loss constitute an ideal of gay identity
development for the above theorists.
Cass (1979) believed that the identity synthesis stage was

achieved through a gay person's more complete integration into
society, where gay and heterosexual relationships were equally

valued. Levels of anger decreased, and the gay person's public and
private personalities were more congment. In this stage, Cass
believed that gay men could integrate their gay identity with other
aspects of the self.
Coleman's (1982) integration stage entails a healthy balance
between the public and private selves. Gay men face the ongoing
psychosocial tasks of maintaining Self-esteem, identity, and
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satisfying relationships while facing heterosexism, homophobia,
AIDS, stigmatization, and loss. coleman held that nonpossessiveness, mutual trust and freedom characteriee gay

relationships in this stage.

Olleil and Ritter

(L9921 describe transformation of loss by

stating:
As individuals journey through loss, th*y experience an
expansion of the vision that allows them to see more
deeply, beyond mearring of events and into the hearts of
other people. Paralleling this is an increased intimacy urith
one's tnre self, with others, with the global community, and.
urith the Spirit who weaves it all together...with the
refor:mulation of loss and its release of enersr, there is a
movement away from self-absorption and toward reinvolvement with the community and deepening concern for
interconnectedness of all human beings (p. LTg).

Attributes of authenticity for gay men are congruency
between the public and private selves, which me€rns that the gay
person is as comfortable being himself with heterosexuals as he is

with other gay men. Authentic gay men are open about their
sexuality, yet view their sexuality as only part of the whole.

Olleil and Ritter's (1992) description of authentic gay men is
remarkably similar to Bugental (1965) and Jung's (Jung as edited
by Storr, 1983) attributes of authenticity. Greater awareness of
self and others, reinvolvement with the community, greater

empathy, and enhanced intimacy with oneself and others

constitute OT'Ieil and Ritter's attributes of authenticity for gay men.
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Similarily, Bugental held that authenticity was expressed through
faith, commitment, creativit5r, and love.

Practice with Gay Clients

Practice theories and techniques with gay clients were
reviewed from a variety of perspectives. Family-centered practice

(Laird, 1996), group work (Getzel and Matrony, 1993; Koettirg,
1996), psychodynamic (Cornett, 1995; Isay, 1996), and substance

abuse counseling (Cabqi, 1995) approaches to practice were
reviewed.

Family Centered Prac-tice

Laird (1996) developed a family-centered practice model for
working with gay clients. Laird proposed a paradigm for practice

with gay clients based on the following considerations:

e
.
.
r

Using a "cultural" rather than a "systems' metaphor
Taking a constructionist rather than an essentialist
stance
Focusing on client na:ratives rather than relying on
dominant theories or "assessing the othef
Recognizing that practice is potitical and value-driven
and must always include a critical stance towards self
and theory (p. 565)
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Laird (1996) stated that practitioners were most helpful
when exploring the daily lives of their gay clients to highlight
beliefs, values, cultural symbols, and meanihgs. This exploration
helps practitioners understand ways gay couples story their lives,

and to develop metaphors that relate to their story. Laird (1996)
suggested that "practitioners look to the cultural categories of
everyday life for sources of meaning and understanding: ritual,

story, narrative, family folklore, family communication, patterns of

work, and so forth" (p. 566). In short, practitioners need to explore
the meanings that individual and family practices have for clients.
Laird

irrr6t

also envisioned constructionist metaphors and

eschewed the multi-deficit perspective. Rather than seeking a

particular truth, practitioners need to explore ways gay clients
construct meaning "in the stories people construct about
themselves and their worlds, and how these stories propel action

and behavior' (p. 566). Further, Laird advocated a strengthsperspective rather than one of "deficit" or "patholosf , arguing that

practitioners empower their clients by focusing on resiliency and

strengths. Laird wrote:
Problems are thought of as faulty stories that do not
potentiate change or movement - not as defects of
individuals or families. In many situations, problems are
linked to a lack of suflicient resources or faulty social
justice. Clinical practice, leaving behind medical model
ideas, becomes a matter of the co-creation of new
narratives and the development of new resources that
enable new possibilities for action tp. 566).
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Emerging from the above practice considerations is a new
role for the family practitioner. Rather than presenting oneself as
a one-up "expert", the role of the practitioner shifts to that

"ethnographer, consultant, conversationalist, witness, and
advocate' (Laird, 1996, p. 567).
Another aspect of Laird's (1996) paradigm of family-centered
practice with gay clients is the defining of the problem-solving
system as those people and institutions who were involved in
language about the problem. Laird proposed consulting with the

problem-solving system to ""externalize the problem" (p. 567). In
other words, practitioners co-construct with clients a onew
narrative about the problem that pulls it away from constructions
of personal or relational patholory and opens up possibilities for

unique outcomes" (p. 567). Practitioners are most facilitative when
they adopt a stance of respectful curiosity in exploring the

"multiple meanings, beliefs, and possibilities embedded in the
family's narrative" (p. 567).

Importantly, Laird t1996) stressed the necessity of
practitioners deconstructing and reexamining their own narratives.
Heterosexual practitioners must be aware that their own narratives
have been shaped by a homophobic and heterosexist society, and
be willing to challenge their biases or faulty assumptions.
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Finally, Laird (1996) argued that practitioners must be
responsible to bear witness to the strengths of gay families in the

community, the courts, media, and legislatures.

Group Work

Getzel and Mahony (1993) argued that group work has been
a valuable modafity to help people with AIDS (PWAs) overcome

social isolation and gain some control over their destinies.

Further, they stated that the proliferation ald continued existence
of such groups attested to participants' strong needs to
universalize their experiences, to problem-solve, gain coping
strategies, and exchange resources when confronted with the
devastating effects of AIDS.
Getzel and Mahony (1993) described a group that met once

per week at Gay Mens' Health Crisis (GMHC) in New York City.
Objectives of the group were (1) identiSring ways for members to
reach out to f,amilies and lovers for instrumental assistance and

emotional support; (2) expressing otherwise unacceptable feelings
of rage, sadness, guilt, fear, and shame occasioned by different
biopsychosocial crises; (3) focusing on the present and exploring

options which may enhance daily quality of life, both physical and
psychological; (4) finding ways to demonstrate ctre for peers,
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family, and friends who may themselves have become estranged or
overwhelmed due to their own fears and anxieties; (5) exploring

quality of life issues as they grow more dependent on others or
more disabled; (6) providing positive reinforcement for each
member's unique experience as a gay man and a person with AIDS

in a society which increasingly exhibits intense homophobia and
AlDS-phobia (p. 29).
Getzel and Mahony (19931 stated that the problem-solving

approach was crucial to giving members a sense of control.

Further, process commentar5r is needed to strategically address the
existential questions of the mearting of AIDS, suffering and death,
and themes of separation, loss, and transcendence.
A significant skill in facilitating groups for PWAs is the
recognition of the separation phase. It occurs as the group's
existence is threatened by one or more deaths. The separation
phase is characterized by denial, regression, fugue, evaluation,

nihilistic flight, and positive flight (Getzel and Mahony, 1993, p'
s3).
Getzel and Mahony (1993) stated:
A separation stage in PWA gfoups is evoked when there are
a signilicant number of absences or ttre death of a member.
Also the changtng of seasons, holidays, such as Christmas
arrd Easter, anrriversaries of tJre deaths of loved ones or the
anniversary of one's AIDS diagnosis become highly
evocative of separation stage patterns of content and
interaction in the group (p. 33).

,
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Group work with PWAs can be very demanding of

practitioners. One must gently persevere in exploring what are
considered painful, taboo subjects of sexuality and death.

Practitioners must overcome their natural urge to flee from
sickness and death, and bear witness to tragic loss. Practitioners

working with PWAs must find their own support, recognition, and

outlet for grief. "The acknowledgement of our finite powers is never
easy. The transformative aspect of this work cannot be overstated.
t

The discovery of the temporal boundaries of existence heightens

workers' sense of the moment and the need to instill value into
each of these moments" (Getzel and Makrony, 1993, p. 40).
Koetting (1996) developed a model of group work with HtVnegative men. The groups were time-limited, meeting once per
week for 1.5 hours over 12 sessions. Between

I

and 10 gay men

participated in the groups.
Group goals were to acknowledge one's identity as an HIVnegative gay man; to acknowledge painful feelings of shame, loss,

and guilt; to reduce feelings of isolation; and to assist members

with safer-sex practices (Koetting, 1996).
Practitioners need to be familiar with the stages of group
development and characteristics of each stage. Stages of group
development a-re: (1) starting with group; (2) early therapy; (3)
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middle of the group; (4) late therapy; (5I termination (Koetting,
1996, p.a 10).

Group members are usually tentative during the first
sessions. Practitioners must facilitate interpersonal interaction,
safety, and cohesion. Self-disclosure increased during sessions 2

through 4, and anxiety tended to decrease. It was in this stage

that the group leader helped members clarify how the focus of the
group applied to them as individuals.
Koetting (1996) stated that a sense of panic tended to
develop in the groups between the Sfr and 7ft sessions.

Practitioners must direct group members to seek support and
feedback from within the group and learn that the primary source
of help would be in helping each other. The level of interaction
deepened between sessions 8 and 1O, with group members taking

more active control of the group. oThe group commonly addressed

intimacy and relationship issues as well as sexual practices
carrdidly during this stage" (Koetting, 1996, p" 413).
The practitioner became more active in the group during the

termination stage. The group leader helped members review what
they had learned in dealing with the working focus of the group
and discuss what changes had occurred for them as a result of

participating in the group,
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Koetting (1996) found that time-limited group therapy for
HlV-negative gay men provided group members with optimism. At

follow-up, a significant number of participants indicated that their
expectations of group had been met, Also, many indicated that

sharing thoughts and feelings with other HlV-negative gay men
helped them more clearly understand their sexual practices, their

interactions with other men, and the issues they faced as HIVnegative gay men. Of great benefit to group participants was their

stated arvl/areness of safer sex practices, and an enhanced capacity

to negotiate safer sex with partners.

Psvch odrrnamic Aonroach e s

to Practice with Gav Men

Isay (1996) described a psychodynamic approach to practice

with gay clients, based on transference dynamics and resolution of
the Oedipal complex.
Isay (1996) believed that gay men often confront unresolved
Oedipal complexes. However, the oedipal dynamic is different in
gay men than in heterosexual men. Isay posited that gay children

attempt to make themselves desirable to their fathers, who often
recoil from their feminine and homoerotic sons. The abandonment
of the gay child by his father results in a narcissistic injury to the
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child, which is the root of identity and intimacy dysfunction in
adulthood.
Isay ( 1996) believed that a posture of unconditional
acceptance by the therapist of his or her gay client was a

precondition to effective therapy. Only once the client felt accepted
could he accept the invitation to change.
Isay (1996) detailed a paradigm of long-term psychotherapy

that utilized transference as the agent of change. Briefly, Isay
perceived transference as the client seeing the therapist as some

important figure in the client's childhood, usually a primary
caregiver. Through interactions with the client and analysis of
dreams, the analyst could use himself or herself as an accepting
self-object, enabling clients to explore and act out their unresolved
Oedipal complexes. As such, psychotherapy was a reparative

interpersonal experience, assisting the gay client to work through
unresolved oedipal issues in transference towards the analyst.

Cornett (1995) combined existential and psychodynamic
ideas, and maintained that gay men sought therapy as a result of
being alienated from their inner lives. oWhether he describes it as
a pervasive sense of emptiness, chronic boredom, depression,

anxiety when alone, or being unsure how he feels about important
people in his life, he is articulating a difficulty in either achieving a

coherent, integrated identity, asserting that identity, or most often,
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both" (Cornett, 1995, p. 20). Other presenting concerns a-re sexual
compulsivity, AIDS, and difficulty maintaining relationships.
Cornett (1995) maintained that many gay men have difficulty

maintaining functional levels of self-esteem due to the narcissistic
injuries stemming from paternal rejection and the ongoing
onslaught from a homophobic society. As a result, they treat
themselves with little empathy and compassion, describing

themselves as "sick' , nweak' , "craz7f, "stupid", or "neurotic"

(Cornett, 1995, p.22J,. Further, many gay men express contempt
for their own feelings
Cornett (1995) believed that gay men sought refuge through
automaton conformity and the development of a false self which
inevitably developed through surrendering one's inner world.
Cornett stated that "the foremost dynamic of the false self is selfdeception in order to gain the acceptance and approval of others

rather than for sociopathic purposes" (p. 3+). This is similar to
Fromm's (1941) description of automaton conformit5r where

individuals surrender their individuality to fit in with the crowd.
Cornett (1995) believed that successful psychotherapy with
gay men creates an environment that assists the client in creating

an identity "that is often treated as anathema in our culture" (p.
42l..
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In order to obtain authenticity and the ideal of gay identity
development described above, psychotherapy must encourage the
gay client to seek the true self and offer gay clients a relationship

that affirms that self. Paradoxically, clients begin to discover their
true selves when they feel accepted and affirmed for who they are

in the therapeutic relationship.
Cornett {1995} offered guidelines for practice with gay

clients. Importantly, practitioners should maintain an assessment
perspective rather than diagnosing. An assessment perspective
gives clients a sense of control over their lives, where diagnoses

tend to pathologize. Cornett states:
Gay men are particularly wary of diagnoses. Although tlr*y
often label themselves pejoratively, the process of a
therapist assigning a diagnosis is painful because it is
sSmbolically representative of tJre dismissive and
narcissistically injurious treatment received from the
heterosexual culture. Often, a Bay man's diagnosis of
himself with harsh terminolotr has a defensive aspect. It
serves as a preemptive strike against the self, or in ego
psychological terms, an identification urith the aggressor (p.
so).

Cornett (1995) urged practitioners to view resistance as
serving an important narcissistic function. Change threatens the
false self that was constructed to achieve acceptance, approval,

and a-ffection. "Resistances grow out of the need to keep the false
self, the only identity the patient knows, vigorous" (Cornett, 1995,

p. s6).
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Cornett (1995) advocated therapist authenticity and empathy

in order to serve as a selfobject for the client. Gay therapists can
provide the client with an opportunity to idealiee and merge with
ar1 accepting

figure. However, gay therapists must discern how

much to self disclose and the level of anonymity they need to
maintain by assessing the client's twinship selfobject development
and how intrusive or disruptive a therapist self-revelation will be at
a given moment. Cornett (1995) stated:
Flexible anon5rmrff and neutralitf, appropriately utilized,
enable ttre psychotherapist to maintain a consistent focus
on empathic immersion in the patient's experience.
Combined with respect, sensitivity, and courtesy, they form
an environment that allows the patient the freedom and
safety to discover/create his trre self (p. 10U.

Cornett (1995) explained transference phenomena as
attempts by the client to build a functional self by utilizing aspects
of the therapist's authentic identity. Cornett stated that therapists
offer "...the patient an opportunity to clariff his values, attributes,

and feelings, the essence of his distinct individuality, in

juxtaposition to those of the therapist" (p. 155).

Substance Abuse Counseline

Cab{ (1995} stated that gay people need to negotiate three
developmental steps not required of heterosexuals. Those steps
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are (1) recogniaing and accepting one's homosexuality; (2)

negotiating a process of self-identity and self-recognition as a gay
person; and (3) confronting widespread and insidious dislike,

hatred, and fear of gay people, known as homophobia (p. 101I,
Cabqi believed that difficulties in progressing through the above
stages helped explain the "psychological predisposition to using

substances of abuse'(p. 10U.
Cabaj (1995) drew from Isay's (see above) conceptualization
of the Oedipal complex, maintaining that gay children learn early

in life to project a false self in order to obtain paternal approval.
Cabqi stated:
Male children who will grow up to be gay may require or
desire a closer and more intimate relationship urith father
or other males. This desire is not encouraged or even
understood. in our societ5r. The child hides his needs and
longings, putting on a "false' front, creating a false self
since trre needs are often rejected or depicted as wrong or
bad. Dissociation and denial become major defenses to
cope with these internal feelings. Ttre rejection and
criticism further lead to pain, denial, isolation, and fear (p.
102).

Cabqi (1995) argued that dissociation continued into
adolescence, leading to "splitting ofl" of affect and behavior.

Substance abuse provides easy relief from feelings of anxiety

resulting from the developmental process. Cabaj argued that the
"dual oppressions' of homophobia and substance abuse lead to
denial, fear, anxiety, anger, rage, guilt, self-pity, depression,
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helplessness, powerlessness, the development of a false-self,

victimhood, inferiority, self-loathing, alienation, isolation,
fragmentation and confusion (p. 103), "These paralteling
intrapsychic experiences often make it very difficult for the gay
mzln, u'ho cannot deal with his sexual orientation, to deal with his

substance abuse" (Cabqi, 1995, p. lO3).
Cabaj (1995) recommended that gay substance abusers

participate in gay affirming treatment programs. Psychotherapy

with gay substance abusers must focus on internalized
homophobia and the tendency to use the defense mechanisms
described above. Substance abuse treatment centers need to

assist gay clients to recover from both addiction and internalized

homophobia. Recovery from the "duel oppressions" often involves
the need to deal with the grief and rage in mourning the loss of the
false self. once the gay person was solidly in recovery from
substance abuse and homophobia, psychotherapy can "then
explore ways of becoming comfortable as a gay person and

maximize ability to deal with the rest of the world in an honest and

integrated wat' (Cabqi, 1995, p. 113).
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METHODOLOGY

The resea.rch question "What is authenticit5/ was explored

and addressed in the Literature Review section of this paper. To
summarize, authenticity was found to be the courageous and
feelingful awareness of being subject in one's own life.

Authenticity was also found to be the awareness and expression of
one's

oiginal thoughts, feelings and wishes. Finally, authenticity

was found to represent objective self-knowledge, giving one the

ability to love, while maintaining the integrity of one's being.
The rernaining questions to be explored were:

U
2l
3)

What are exanrples of inauthenticity for gay men?
How do gay men become more authentic?
How can practitioners be helpful in fostering
authenticity with gay clients?
Research Design

The above questions were explored qualitatively by

conducting in-depth interviews with study participants. The
rationale for choosing an inductive, qualitative design is that the
above questions have never been explored as they relate to gay

men, thus precluding a deductive, quantitative design. Since no
research to date has explored how the concept of authenticity
applies to the lives of gay men, no hypothesis was developed which

could subsequently be tested.
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Qualitative methods are thought to be better suited for
gathering rich, in-depth data (Rubin and Babbie, LggT; Taylor and
Bogdan, 1984). The richness of data obtained through qualitative
methods allowed the resea-rcher to discern patterns, concepts, and
themes, which eventually yielded a hypothesis regarding the

population and data under study. Once the qualitative exploration
yields such a hypothesis, it can be tested quantitatively, which will
be the basis of a future study.
The purpose for choosing a qualitative and inductive

research design was to develop themes, patterns, and meanings

that form the basis of a hypothesis on ways gay men are
inauthentic and how gay men might become more authentic. The
data gathered from the research question "How can practitioners
foster greater authenticity with gay clients?' was also analyzed for
themes and patterns.

Data Collection

A data collection instrument was designed specifically to
explore the research questions detailed above, {p.91) as well
explore themes from the literature on authenticity (see Instrument
Design, p. 94I.
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Exploration of the reseElrch question "What are examples of

inauthenticity for gay men?" was conducted by examining the
themes of powerlessness (Bugental, l96s; Fromm, 1941, 19s6,
L976; Horney, 1937, 1950; May, 1950, lgSB, 1gBl, 1gB3; and

Tillich, 1952), responsibility (Bugental, 196s; Fromm, 1941, 19s6,
1976; M*y, 195O, 1953, 1981, 1983; and Tillich, 1gS2), choice

(Bugental, 1965; Fromm, 1941, 1976; May, 1950, 1953,

lg8l,

1983; Tillich, 1952), estrangement (Bugental, 1g6s; Fromm, Lg4L,

1956, L979; and Mry, 1950, 1953, 1981, 1gB3), and
meaninglessness (Bugental, 1965; Fromm, 1941; May, 19s3, 1981,

1983). Likewise, questions designed to explore the research
question "How do gay men become anrthentic?" were also drawn
directly from the literature on authenticity. Themes explored were
courage (Bugental, 1965; Fromm, 1941, lgSO, lg76; Horney,

1937, 1950; Johnston, 7978; Jones, 1985; M"y, lgSO, 1953, 1981,
1983; ot*leil and Ritter, 1992; Storr, lgSg; and Tillich 1gs2l,

responsibility (Bugental, 1965; Fromm, 1941, 19s6, LgrG; Horney,
1937, l95O; Johnston, 1978; Jones, 1985; M*y, 1gSO, 1953, 1981,
1983; Storr, 1983; and Tillich, 1952), faith, {Bugental, 1965,

Fromm, 1941, 1956, 1976; Johnston, 1978; Jones, 1g8S; M*y,
1950, 1953, 1981, 1983; Storr, 1983; and Tillich, 1gS2), love
(Bugental, 1965; Fromm, 1941, 1956, 1976; Johnston, lgZB;

Jones, 1985; M"y, 1953, 1981, 1983; Storr, 1gB3; and TiIIich,
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1952), spontaneity (Fromm, 1941, 1956, 1976; Horney, L937,
1950), and creativity (Bugental, 1965; Fromm, L94L, 1956, Lg76;

M"y, 1950, 1981; Storr, 1983; and Tillich,

1952).

The data were gathered through in-depth interviews with

sample subjects. The interviews were conducted with a
starrdardrzed, open-ended questionnaire probing the themes above.

All interviews were recorded, and the data were transcribed
verbatim.
Instrument Design
The data collection instrument (see Appendix A) was
designed to explore the research questions. The data collection

instrument consisted of open-ended questions exploring examples
of ways some gay men behaved that led the study participants to

conclude they responded to the givens of existence inauthentically,

how some gay men become more authentic, and ways practitioners
could foster authenticity with gay clients.
The research question * What are exarnples of inauthenticity

for gay men?" was explored through open-ended questions relating
to themes of powerlessness, avoiding responsibility, avoiding
choice, estrangement, and meaninglessness. Each theme was
explored with three open-ended questions that addressed examples
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of the theme, factors that maintain the theme, and the role of
choice in each theme.
The resea.rch question "How do gay men become more

authentic?" was explored through the themes of courage,
responsibility, faith, love, spontaneity, and creativity. Between two
and five open-ended questions explored each theme.
The research question "How can practitioners be hetpful in

fostering authenticity with gay clients?" was explored by asking
subjects about which theories they employed in their practice and
how they operationalized those theories. Subjects were also asked

about which techniques they found most helpful when working

with depressed and anxious clients. Subjects were also asked how
they facilitated empathy, awareness of potential, responsibility,
and values with gay clients. (See Appendix A for the complete data
collection instrument).

Data Analysis

The raw data, consisting of transcribed interviews and field

journal notes, were analyzed through content analysis methods
described by Taylor and Bogdan lioa+1. The data were coded

according to the concepts, themes, and meanings to be explored.
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The semi*structured questionnaire was broken down
according to resea-rch questions and the themes from the literature

underpinning each concept. For example, inauthenticity was
operationalized by the sub-themes of observed powerlessness,
avoiding responsibility, avoiding choice, estrangement, and

meaninglessness. Likewise, authenticity was operationalized

through the sub-themes of observed courage, responsibility, faith,
love, spontaneity, and creativity observed by participants. The

data, themes, meanings, or patterns were categorized accord.ing to
each research question and its sub-themes.
Three transcripts were randomly chosen and analyzed. Once

content analysis of the sub-set was completed, the remaining

transcripts were analyzed according to the themes, patterns, and
key words found in the sub-set. Once the concepts, themes, and
meartings of the transcribed data were gathered, the data was
reviewed to search for negative cases that contradicted the

emerging hypothesis of inauthenticity and authenticity. Taylor and
Bogdan (1984) argued that the search for negative cases gave

depth and added validity to the findings.
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Sample

A purposive sample of twelve individuals was recruited to

participate in the study. Sample participants were chosen due to

their knowledge and understanding of the population under study.
Sample subjects were psychologists, social workers, and ministers

with experience working with gay men.
The rationale for choosing a purposive sample of

psychologists, social workers, and ministers who serve gay clients
was their status as key informants. Sample subjects stood direct

witness to the search for authenticity, and were more aware of the
barriers gay men confront to being more fully authentic. They were
key informants with direct knowledge and experience of ways gay
men are both inauthentic and authentic.
Subjects were recruited through known therapeutic
resources for gay men in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan
a-reas. Subjects were also recruited through their direct
advertisements in local gay and lesbian publications.

Procedures

Sample subjects were assured that their participation in the

study was confidential. Subjects were not asked to identify
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themselves on tape, and the transcripts did not contain identifiers.

Further, subjects were not identified in the final report, which also
did not include any identifiers or information that could indirectly

identiff the subjects.
All subjects were given a consent form to read and sign. The
consent form informed the sample subjects of their right to

terminate the intenriew any time they wished without jeopardizing
any present or future relations with Augsburg College. All subjects
also consented to be audiotaped.
Subjects were not compensated for participating in the

study. It was anticipated that subjects would

be willing to

participate in the study in order to contribute to the knowledge of
social work practice with gay men.

Vaiidity and Reliability

The face validity of the data collection instrument was
assessed by reviewing the instrument with the thesis advisor, pre-

testing the instrument, and inter-rater reliability to control for

bias. The thesis advisor was curt paulsen, ph.D., who has
extensive knowledge of authenticity and its attributes. Dr. Paulsen
reviewed the questionnaire and affirmed its face

validity. In other

words, it was determined that the questionnaire validly explored
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authenticity as it is described in the literature. A pre-test was
conducted with two subjects, and the data collection instrument
was amended to reflect changes. Face validity was confirmed

through the pre-tests.
The validity and reliability of the study was further enhanced

through inter-rater reliability. Content evaluators were employed
who were members of the communit5r under study (e.g. gay men)

and who were also practitioners experienced in counseling gay

men. The concepts and meanings under exploration were
triangulated, which is when several reviewers analyze the same
data to control for bias.

I0l
FINDINGS

Content analysis methods were used to search for meanings,
themes, and patterns emerging from the transcribed interviews.
The results were categorized according to the research questions,

and the sub-themes of each resea-rch question. Once the data for
each research question were analyzed and presented, the common

threads, themes, patterns, and meanings of the sub-themes were
summarized.
The results of the resea-rch questions "What are examples of

inauthenticity for gay men?' and oHow do gay men become more
authentic?" have much in common with the theories of Bugental
(1965), May (195O, 1953, 1981, lgBS), Tillich (19S2), Fromm

(1941, 1956, L976l,, Horney (1937, tgs0), Jung (as edited in storr,
1983), Jones (1985), and Johnston (1978) that were outlined in

Chapter

II. while the sample subjects came from diverse

backgrounds, underlying meanings and themes relating to the
struggle of gay men to be as authentic as possible were found.

It is important to understand that inauthenticity and
authenticity

a-re a

continuum. This study seeks to explore the

characteristics of those who are either mostly inauthentic or

authentic, and does not address those who fall somewhere in the
middle of the continuum. The themes and patterns detailed in this
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section are representative of those gay men who live dramaticatly

inauthentic or authentic lives, in order to create a contrast.
The choices faced by gay men are often

painful. Gay men

confront systemic oppression that serves to limit their choices and

potentialities. For instance,

Bay men often confront the double

bind of staying invisible or "in the closet', or coming out of the
closet. Both choices are painful. The following pages describe the
powerlessness that results when gay men stay in the closet, as well

as the extremely painful losses they often experience when they
ocome

out". It appears at first glance that gay men are trapped,

forever blocked from actualizing their potentialities by a

homophobic and heterosexist system. Yet, the following pages also
describe the margin of freedom (May, lg83) where gay men choose,
create, and love to transcend the limits of oppression.

Research Question:

what Are Examples of Inauthenticity for Gay Men?

Powerlessness

The key words that emerged from the content analysis of
powerlessness were fear; conformity; systemic forces of oppression

like homophobia and heterosexism; drnd the narrowing of one's
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awarenesses through chemical use, compulsivity, or depression. A

respondent described the narrowing of awa-reness that leads one to
feel powerless over one's life as "turning away from one's authentic

impulses, or eners/. People feel powerless when they repress their

authentic energies."
It was found that powerful forces of conformity experienced
by gay men lead one to repress one's authentic enersr, leading one

to feel powerless over one's life. Gay men experience conformist
forces from both the majority culture and their own community. A

subject stated:
Adverti=irg, language, and education all point toward
heterosexual pairing as the nonn, the standard, and tJre
way it should be. when you grow up with tJ,at standard
and see yourseH as being different from that standard., you
either conform to it or you don't, and people who don't
conform pay a price from our homophobic society.

Succumbing to conformity can be seen in those gay men who
conceal their authentic identity by getting married. Some don't get

married but still choose to hide. Another subject described
powerlessness as:
Choosing to hide who they are in terms of aJfectional
preference. Ttrey have to hide because they fear that their
farnilies will stop loving them or reject them. fuid then, at
the next level, tJrat societ5r will, if not stop loving them, still
reject them, or not employ them, or overtly discriminate
against them.
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Some gay men hide by living with *one foot in and one foot

out," meaning that some gay men present themselves according to
their external situation. Several respondents stated that living a
partially hidden lifestyle leads one to have two sets of values at the
same time, "It sets one up, psychologically, to compartmentalize
pieces of one's

life". Such compartmentalieation leads one to be

alienated from one's inner life. Another subject stated:
I also see many gay men living double lives by being half in
the closet. They tend to compartmentaliee their lives in
different pieces, which leaves them feeling insecure and
fraudulent. That undermines t.l.e sense of power in their
lives.

Thus, fear propels some gay men to conform to the
heterosexual norrn. Yet, the power of conformity is present even

when one does not conceal who one

is.

Segments of the gay

community also expect conformity. A subject stated "unless you
are 5'1 1" with a buff body, ribbed stomach, and tight muscles, you

don't fit in."
systemic oppression plays a role in maintaining
powerlessness for some gay men. Limited career options, media,

education, and far-right organizations, maintain heterosexual
noffns, reinforcing homophobia and heterosexism. (Homophobia is
fear and dread of homosexuals.) A subject took the societal fear a
step further by postulating that:
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'..fear of eroticism in this countr5r tend,s to maintain
powerlessness..,Erotophobia, xenophobia, we have a great
fear of the ottrer, anything that is unlike us. And I think
t],at ttrose two things combined create racism,
homophobia, a variet5r of things sexual and non-sexua1.

Rollo May (1950, 1953) argued that hurnan beings develop

their identities partially through interacting with others. One can
contrast one's original thoughts, feelings, wishes, ald values with
others to recognize similarities and differences, thereby developing
a sense of self. Some gay men never have the experience of selfdevelopment because fear propels them to hide the deepest aspects
of their selves. Their authentic selfhcod gets lost under the fagade,
leading one to feel that one is powerless to affect one,s own life.
Fear inhibits individuation. Some gay men choose to feel

powerless because they fear the social or familial rejection if they
come

out. Also,

some gay men choose to remain powerless by

concealing who they are in ord.er to maintain economic privileges.
Fear leads sorne gay men to become ofro zert.n Fear also leads some
gay men to subsume their identities in the collective because
they

fear the unknown, fls evidenced by the statement:
I think part of the difficulty for a lot of gay men who were
fairly injured at some point in their lives is that existential
desire to just wallow in the collective experience...people
are willing to subsume their identity under ttris culture, or
what th*y think is gay culture, and I think all of us have to
individuate out of that.
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A theme expressed by many subjects was fear of the

unknowfl, fear of risk, and fear of change. "Fear of the unknown is
worse than staying stuck." The fear of the unknown relates closely
to Johnston's (1978) idea that some people were never born to

higher levels of being because they feared the suffering and pain of
dying to one's old way of being. Similarly, Jones (lgBS) argued

that we must die to our old ways and ideas before we can accept
the invitation to see. Fear of the unknown keeps people, both gay
and heterosexual, stuck in what they know, what is comfortable,
even if

it leads one to feel powerless over one's life.

Concrete examples of the pain and suffering that arouse the
fear of growing toward the unknown are peer and family rejection.
Loneliness also leads to paralyzing fear. A study subject stated:
My choice might drive away the people I love, or rather,
tlrey might choose to go away, not that my choice would
drive them away. That's a scary thing and, therefore, I
might choose not to do it. I might not choose to do it
because my fear of being unloved or alone is too great. I
think the fear of aloneness is one of t]:e greatest fears any
of us have.

The feeling of powerlessness that follows from the fear of
loneliness leads one to feel hopeless that one will ever find a

positive place to belong. Some gay men give up hope that they will
ever find a partner, peer group, or communit5r that accepts and

values thern for who they are. Erikson (1968) theorized that an
aspect of healthy identity development was to find a positive place
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to belong. Bugental (1965) also wrote that humankind needs a
sense of rootedness and relatedness, Erikson (1968) also

maintained that those who do not find positive places to belong
can assume a negative identity, believing that a negative and self-

destructive place to belong, or peer group, is better than no place
at

all.

For gay men, the fear that freezes individuation and inhibits

the finding of a positive place to belong is translated into higher
rates of addiction, depression and suicide. One subject captured

the sense of futility and powerlessness stemming from
hopelessness by stating:
Gay men have been raped of hope. The religious
community has told them for a long time that God doesn't
love them, God doesn't accept tfiem, God doesn't want
them, they are going to Hell, and on goes the list that pulls
out the hope of tomorrow in their lives. What I see is that
gay men feel powerless because they feel there is no hope,
and a spiritual hope...So with that hopelessness and
powerlessness, they kind of live for today only. There is no
thought of eternity, no thought of tomorrow, which keeps
gay men in a limbo stage...Since theyVe been raped of
hope, th"y snatch moments of happiness like married men
going out for a quickie, having anonymous sex in the
hushes, and drrg use leadins to momentary high*.

Rollo May (1953I believed that pervasive and omnipresent

anxiety a-roused by the fear of loneliness destroys selfconsciousness. The "limbo stage" described by the subject quoted
above may be the result of the destruction of one's inner

tife.

The

destruction of one's inner life of original thoughts, feelings, wishes,
and values constricts one's awareness to the extent that one feels
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powerless over one's life. To requote May, "And soon, since what
he wamts and feels can make no real difference, he gives up

wanting and feelingl (May, 1953, p.25).

&vsidance of Respon sibilit-y

Powerlessness leads one to think that one's actions do not

rnatter, and results in people objectiffing themselves. Some gay
men avoid being responsible for their lives by remaining lost in the
collective, as evidenced by the statement:
It's really easy to be lost'in some kind of communal
identity. You can certainly understand why people would
want to do that. It does take away from personal
responsibility...I think there is a certain part of the culture,
or gay media, that promotes tJ.e circuit party as being what
a healthy gay man is, and people get lost in that.

Subjects described the avoidance of responsibility through

losing oneself in the collective trurnslates into drug use, practicing
unsafe sex, promiscuity, or depression. The avoidance of
responsibility is closely tied to powerlessness because "...there is
no tomorrow, so I don't need to be responsible." Also, avoidance of

responsibitity is seen in the abandonment of societal rules.
"So...unsafe sex, promiscuous sex, alcohol and drugs a-re part of

the ongoing state of not caring, of being in limbo".
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The rejection of okl institutions ties in with May's

(1

953)

assertion that periods of historic change and subsequent rejection
of old values and institutions leads to intense anxiety. New values

and institutions have not yet been created, and that leads some
people, both gay and heterosexual, to seek reassurance. It takes a

responsible and creative person to choose new values based on

humanistic ethics of freedoffi, compassion, and love. Instead,
many seek reassurance by blaming the old institutions for one's
suffering, ns evidenced by those gay men who blame homophobia
for not allowing them to be responsible fortheir lives.
Blame protects one from the consequences of one's choices

and the suffering of individuation. Consequently, some gay men
choose to avoid responsibility because they fear the growth,

individuation, and differentiation required for one to be
responsible. Some gay men choose to avoid responsihility by
shrinking their awareness of their originat thoughts, feelings, and
wishes. They may choose to shrink their awareness of their
environment, peer relationships, and their inner lives because they
fear the suffering that might be aroused by those arfirarenesses.
The avoidance of responsibility is reinforced systemically by the
societal downplayrng of the worth.of gay men. A respondent
stated:

lr0
I think our society downplays the worth of gay people. If
we had systems which allowed for the blessing of legally
sanctioned unions, if we had religious support for
partnerships, if we had a more enlightened view about
sexuality in this countr5r, I think many younger, or even
older gay men who make irresponsible choices wouldn't do
so as much because they wouldnt have to be acting out. I
think a lot of irresponsibility is acting out against a
repressive and oppressive system,

Another subject responded similarly stating "...it's sort of
preposterous to think that society expects gay men to be socially
responsible when theyte been so discounted".

Bugental (1965) maintained that people tend to avoid
existential anxieties by falling prey to dread. Blame is one of the

attributes of dread and is the opposite of being responsible for
one's

life. The real and potent repression and oppression of gay

men leads some to blame the system and reduce awareness to
avoid suffering. As such, some gay men make themselves into
objects and become passive victims of the oppression. Such

passivity actually reinforces the oppression, maintaining the

system. A respondent stated that "it's easier to blame because it
protects one from the pain and hard work of individuation."

Avoidance of Choice

Powerlessness and avoidance of responsibility lead some gay

men to repress their awareness of their potentialities. Examples of

lll
ways some gay men repress their potentialities are by staying
und.eremployed, concealing one's identity, compulsivity, isolation,

and lack of intentionality in one's life. Fear and shame are the
themes central to the repression of one's potentialities. A subject
stated:
Oh, you know I'm going back to constricted awareness, but
I'm also going back to fear. There is a lot of risk involved in
ttre choice to actualize your potential. It means at some
level you say " I don't grve a rip about what anybody
ttrinks, I'm going to choose to be me at the deepest level I
knouf . That's very, very scarJr for anyone. That's
tremendous work to do, and IVe seen quite a few gay men
who stand at the threshold of their awareness, but are too
afraid to cross over it because of what they fear the cost
would be,

Another subject echoed themes of fear and shame stating:
I think gay men tend to not be very intentional about their
lives, and tend not to be introspective. They see ltfe as sort
of a happening and drift from event to event. Why would
you want to look at yourself if youte being told youte
worthless and terrible?

Several study respondents believed that fear

ald

shame

become so powerful for some gay men that they loose touch with

their inner lives. Awareness of potentiality requires pausing and
introspection to discern what one's choices will be (Jones, 1985;

May, 1953). Hence, they avoid the suffering of looking inwild,
become frozen, and fear being born to higher levels of being.
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Some gay men

potentialities to stay

limit or constrict their awa-reness of their
safe

.

However, the constriction of awareness

leads to an impoverishment of one's personality, characterized by

what May (1953) described as emptiness and inner vacuousness.
The impoverishment of one's personality through constriction of
awarenesses arrests identity growth and development. When one's
sense of self is replaced by emptiness and inner vacuousness, one

will experience great difficulty with commitment (Bugental, 1965I.
A subject asked:
How ca.n we love others and meet our commitments if we
first do not love ourselves? How can we go out and be
concerned about other people until we first take a moment

to be concenf.ed about ourselves? And, for many of us, gay
and lesbian people, we haven't takerr time to be concerned
about who we Erre because it's our private secret. It's about
commitment and our struggle with commitment.

Gay men have fewer options, or potentialities, than

heterosexuals. Job discrimination, the lack of socially or
religiously sanctioned marriages, and the physical danger involved

in showing affection to one's partner in public serve to limit options
for gay men. The oppression that limits opportunities for gay men
was described as:
Well, again, this is sort of a glass ceiling analory,
depending on how out you a.re, I think your choices are
limited. You have to work pretty hard to go after tJrings
that are fullilling and up to your potential...I think our
opportunities il's limited, as I said before, because the
people would perceive us in terms of our selnlal orientation
and not in terms of our professional abilities or skills.

ll3

The devastating effects of fear, shame, and internaltzed

homophobia that are the roots of some gay men feeling powerless
over their lives, and also reinforcing the belief that it doesn't matter

whether or not they live responsible lives, serves to collude with
the systemic oppression. In short, powerlessness and avoidance of
responsibility deprive one of choice. Some gay men actively collude

with oppression by further reducing their awa-reness of choice.
Since they begin with fewer choices, the constriction of awareness

further limiting one's choices creates pervasive feelings of
estrangement and meaninglessness.

Estrangement

It is helpful to think of estrangement in terms of Ro1lo May's
(1983) dimensions of being: Umwelt is one's awa-reness of the

environment; Mitwelt is one's awareness of peers and community;
and Eigenwelt is one's a\rva-reness of one's inner life, represented by
one's original thoughts, feelings, wishes, and values.
Estrangement is the alienation or detachment from aII three
dimensions.
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Key words that emerged through content analysis were fear,

hiding, shame, disconnection, separation, and uniqueness.
Several processes can occur which heighten the feeling of

estrangement for some gay men. Those processes include

maintaining a facade or mask to hide who one is; being rejected by
family or peers when they come out; experiencing the loss of one's
peer group due to deaths from the AIDS epidemic; and the feeling
of being rejected from the gay community because one could not,

or chose not to conform to it's ideals and values.
Concealing one's identity leads one to feel fraudulent, and
heightens estrangement. Several subjects cited such concealment
as the root of depression, cynicism, bittenless, and rage, One

respondent stated "I think it is very difficult for any gay man to
achieve true intimacy with another gay man and not be out (of the

closet), because you are hiding the deepest part of yourself."

Hiding and keeping secrets leads to both interpersonal and
intrapsychic distancirg, as evidenced by the statement:
Ttrey have kept secrets for so long, they are good at keeping
secrets. Ttrey distance from themselves and others, which
is how th*y protect themselves...To protect themselves, you
know, it's this philosophy \rith gay and lesbian people of "I
dont want to feel the pain and sadness an5rmore". And,
not being "beautiful' or aceepted is why people are
choosing to build barriers.

Unfortunately, the tragedy of the AIDS epidemic has led to a
sense of estrangement for some gay men. One respondent stated:

lr5
Well, I think some of it is losing friends and relationships to
the AIDS epidemic. So, in some ways, they/I/ other gay
men don't have the sarne continuity of relationships
because there is this big chunk of people we once new
twenfir years ago who are no longer around. We are middle
aged and have a ways to go before natrrral death would
occur. So, I think there is a kind of estrangement because
you have felt this loss and have also been blamed by some
people in society for perpetuating the epidemic.

Gay men experience estrangement from the gay community

due to fear. A respondent stated that *joining with community and
peers can be very threatening." Some married gay men seek to

protect themselves, hence avoid contact with the gay community.
Fear of losing one's career position or economic status also leads
some gay men to avoid being in community.
Shame, internalized homophobia (which is fear and dread of

oneself|; and self-hatred lead one to be estranged from one's

community and one's inner life. Since one's original thoughts,
feelings, and wishes a.re seen as sick, gay men "...don't trust
themselves a whole lot...Part of you would like to be self-accepting

while the other part of you says that you're sick. They loose taith

in themselves as a result". The pejorative nature of one's inner life
and loss of trust in oneself leads to further emptiness and innervacuousness, leading some gay men to search for reassura-nce oout

there", or in the crowd. Unfortunately, the rest of the gay crowd is
also seen as sick.

o'We

also see other gay people as being

sick. It

becomes scarJr to allow yourself to be cared for, and to care for

lt6

others, because a lot of gay men just adjust to a life of diminished
expectations." A study subject described estrangement from the
three dimensions of being by stating:
People feel estranged from the homophobic and
heterosexist societ5r, for one. Ite seen it go further to
estrangement from the gay commultity where a lot of times
ttrere is projected homophobia...and finally, being
estranged from one's authentic impulses where one does
not tmst their community because it is seen as sick.
Finally, if I believe I'm sick or messed up, I can't trrst my
own authentic impulses.

Another a.rea of estrangement for some gay men is from one's
family of origin. Disconnection and being emotionally cut-off from
one's family of origin leads to estrangement. "Many gay men have

given up hope that their families will include them in any

meaningful way."
An aspect of estrangement from one's family is being cut-off
from one's father. Many gay men experience rejection from their
fathers, creating a narcissistic iryury that sets them up for

intimacy problems throughout their lives (Isay, 1996). Paternal
rejection also creates difficulties with authoriff, as evidenced by
the statement:
A chronic problem is the broken relationship many gay
men have with their fathers. It's a disaster for many gay
men. They have real problems with authority as a result.

Fromm (19561 believed that authentic persons were those
who integrated motherly and fatherly attributes into their selves.
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Similarly, Jung (as edited by Storr, 1983) envisioned wholeness as
a balance between masculine (Animus) and feminine (Anima)
aspects of

self. Gay men whote experienced rejection, shame, and

humiliation from their fathers have great difficulty incorporating
those powerful executive functions of masculinity into their being,

and become overidentified with the feminine aspects of their selves.
As a result of the overidentilication with one's feminine side, some
gay men may be estranged from half of their being, which can

promote passivity and lack of autonomy. The lack of integration

resulting from rejection and emotional cut-offs create difficulties

for some gay men to be intimate with alother adult, which
heightens the feeling of estrangement.
The estrangement from one's masculine side also serves to

further restrict one's awareness of potentialities. Alienation from
half of one's being alienates one from the potentiatities emalating
from the Animus.

Mea{.rinqlessness

The key words, themes, and patterns that emerged from

content analysis of meaninglessness were similar to those
described in preceding sections. Fear, shame, and systemic
oppression lead one to feel powerless. Resulting from
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powerlessness is the belief that one's choices do not matter, and

shame scares many gay men away from self-reflection that helps

illuminate potentialities. Flowing from shame, fear, and systemic
oppression is the feeling of being estranged from the three

dimensions of being, aII of which results in some gay men feeling

that life is devoid of meaning.
Meaninglessness is operationalized through apathy,

depression, addiction, and suicidality. Other excrmples include

cynicism, isolation, and withdrawal from the community. Grief
and loss resulting from deaths during the AIDS epidemic also
remove meaningful peer relationships, which can contribute to the

belief of some gay men that life is meaningless.
The coming out process often involves a period of rejecting

social institutions before they move on to embrace new ones.
Sometimes, gay men do not reconnect with new institutions that
provide meaning, and they feel adrift. Most gay men have
experienced rejection from traditional religious institutions, and as
a respondent has already said, theyte been raped of hope. Later

in the intenriew that same respondent stated:
A lot of people are just n.nning from God, saying there is
no meaning to life. So, their lives do lack meaning,
purpose, or direction, and with that hope gone in their
lives, there is no meaning for tomorrow, Why live? Why
plan?...An incredible number of people in the gay
community have never considered living beyond forty.
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Another respondent described meaninglessness in three
stages. To summarize, the initial stage of meaninglessness is
reached when parents, institutions, and society are seen as

duplicitous and hypocritical. *They say they have meaning, but
when one gets close enough to see for oneself, you find out they

don't." The next stage of meaningless is when someone immerses
himself into what he sees as the gay community and "...trying to
follow the dictates and realize that dancing until 4:OOA.M. with lots
of poppers and cocaine, sleeping with every hunk who comes along

also does not lead to inner peace and contentment, they see the
gay cornmunity as meaningless." The third stage of

meaninglessness results from the lack of trust in oneself. "If you

don't trust anything about yourself, how will you know what
meaning is?"

Constructing meaningless in three stages is similar to the
feeling of estrangement from the three dimensions of being. The

institutions and environment are meaningless, The gay
community is found to be meaningless, and finally, the
disregarding of one's inner life of original thoughts, feelings,
wishes, and values creates meaninglessness. A respondent stated

that "Distrust of the big system, of the community system, and of
oneself are forms of meaninglessness. Some gay men have learned

to disregard any deeply held convictions or feelings."
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The alienation and estrangement from one's family of origin

is also a factor leading some gay men to believe that life is
meaningless. The estrangement from one's primary caregivers
leads to intense loneliness and feelings of separation. Those gay
men who were injured by their families, or who never developed
very good social skills, experience difficulty in overcoming or

transcending their separateness.

Summaly

Fear and shame can lead to a pervasive distrust of one's

inner life. Also, the pervasive fear and anxiety aroused by a hostile
and rejecting world eventually destroys self-consciousness (May,
1983). The destruction of one's self-consciousness often leads to
emptiness and inner-vacuousness, which undermine one's sense
of power. Some gay men protect themselves from the pain and

suffering of self-reflection by becoming objects, which leads to

victimhood. As a result, some gay men abdicate their power.
Powerlessness also results when gay men repress the enerry

that comes from suffering. As such, they are unawa-re of their
original thoughts, feelings, and wishes, which are sources of
power.
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The loss of power leads one to feel
engage

adrift. some gay men

in irresponsible behaviors like unsafe sex and chemical use

because they believe that their actions do not matter. Likewise,

the pain of shame that results from societal and family rejection

inhibits introspection and pausing to become aware of
potentialities. The lack of awareness of choices is compounded hy
the real limits imposed on gay mens'choices by a homophobic and
hetero sexist societ5r.

Fear, shame, lack of trust in oneself, homophobia, and
heterosexism lead some gay men to be estranged from society, the
gay community, and one's inner

life. The estrangement from the

three dimensions of being promotes the feeling of meaningless and

futility in

some gay men.

Research Question:

How Do Gay Men Become More Authentic?

Courage

Acts of courage by gay men range from looking within

through introspection, to going out from their center to engage [n
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the world. Courage is enacted through the acceptance of pain and
suffering, irs well as heeding one's inner voice, or calling as
described by Johnston (1978). Examples of courage are coming

out as a gay man; choosing to leave a heterosexual marriage;
confronting AIDS by choosing to live every day as fully as possible;
becoming responsible to live a healthy, productive life by looking

within to confront one's shame; and challenging the oppressive
system by creating new institutions. Gay men are also courageous

when they show amazing compassion for each other as evidenced
by the caring shown to those suffering from AIDS; and acceptance

or transcendence of difference.
Gay men find the courage to look within; to find supportive
peers and communities; and to engage in activism to challenge

homophobia. In short, it takes tremendous courage to be as fully
aware as possible of May's (1983) dimensions of being: Umwelt (the

environment), Mitwelt (peers and communityl, and Eigenwelt (one's

inner self),
Several respondents emphasized pain and suffering as

factors that motivate, or propel courageous action. It takes
courage to be truthful and honest about who one is, to accept

suffering, and to listen to one's inner voice. A subject reflected on

his experience, saying:
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There was incredible calling in my life, that these are the
people I needed to minister to, and care for, and shepherd.
fuid I saw all their pain, hurt, and agony. I had such
empathy...because these were my people, this was my
calling.

Suffering propels some gay men to porverful acts of altruism,

which, Johnston [1978) argued, is an act of courage because one

must temporarily die to one's own needs to care for another. A
respondent stated:
There is another category of people who I think are
inspired, not necessarily for their own benefit. People have
done very courageous things for others during the AIDS
epidemic. It isn't only about their own self-esteem, it's
.being inspired by someone else's stmggle and going to
great lengths to do sometJring.

Suffering has gifted many gay men with courage and

compassion. The gift of suffering that enables many gay men to be
compassionate also helps build meaning in one's life. The courage

to live owhat is innate within us' is described by a respondent as:
Anybody, heterosexual, gay, or whatever, who takes the
risk to say, in the face of the system..."No! I deff yor, this
is who I amt This is how I'm going to live my life" shows
amazing courage. Whether it's Rosa Parks, the Stonewall
Girls, or whomever.

Subjects also reported that gay men choose to act
courageously because they become aware that they deserwed a

strong sense of self, and deeper, more authentic relationships.
One subject termed such as awareness as m.etannia, or change of
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heart. Metanoia is a conversion experience, often resulting from
suffering. Many gay men have courageously listened to their inner
voices, which has called them to live deeper, richer, more complex,

and authentic lives.
Jones (1985) maintained that suffering was a precondition to

metarwia. Further, Jones described the process as one where
suffering leads to a conversion experience where one could die to
one's old ideas and ways to accept the invitation to live more
deeply.

Letting go of the fagade by listening to one's inner voice
echoes themes described by Jung (as edited by Storr, 1983), Jones
(1985), Johnston (1978), and O'Neil and Ritter (1992). Those

theorists, outlined in Chapter II, all described the courage of dying
to one's old ways and ideas before one could accept the invitation

to see and live more deeply,

Responsi.bilitjr

Gay men have assumed greater responsibility for their lives

by coming out; practicing safe sex; developing intimate

partnerships; forming new institutions to confront oppression;
forming non-traditional families; finding peer groups and a sense
of community; and beginning to cortfront shame, compulsivity, and
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family of origin concerns. Many subjects stated that any attempt
to list the ways gay men courageously assume greater
responsibility for their lives will be incomplete due to the vast array
of ways daily life challenges

them. Living one's daily life as an

openly gay rnan continuously challenges one to be responsible.
A subject stated:
I thinh part of it (responsibility) is creating an amaeing
Euray of institutions. From political groups, musical
groups, culhrral groups, artistic groups. Rehabilitating
inner city neighborhoods, starting businesses, being out in
the workplace, and being leaders who reach beyond, or
transceild, gay specilic issues.

Another said:
Whether it's Human Rights Ca:rrpaign Fund or Act Up.
Both of them, in their different ways, are taking
responsibiHty for making change.

Responsibility is also seen in self-acceptance. Learning to

trust oneself, to become more

awa.re of choices, and forming self-

chosen values are ways of becoming responsible for one's life.
Recognizing and being aware of one's potentialities and choices,

and courageously choosing despite risks necessitates

responsibility. A subject described the process as:
When we act intentionally to take a creative step, and I use
creative in the largest sense, that we were talking about in
describing Process Theolory. Becoming deeper, richer, or
more complex; creating a real sense of in"mflcy, human
connection, and inter-experience. That's responsible
behavior.
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Self-acceptance is an aspect of self-development that helps

one establish an identity, or sense of self, Once a person has
learned who he is by becoming as fully aware as possible, that
person is capable of commitment (Bugental, 1965). Gay men
become more responsible for their lives through commitment, as

witnessed by the respondent who stated:
I think the greatest call to responsible action is to reeognize
ttrat ttrere is more than me. That is enacted by being
responsible for others...I think the more we get in touch
with our own self-acceptance, the more we can begin to
accept greater responsibility. I see more and more
examples of people saying ' I accept who I arrr, I love who I
?rfl, I alIirm who I am', ,and go back and accept greater
responsibilities and take on greater tasks.

The courage that propels self-reflection, that leads one to
self-acceptance and the attainment of commitment is seen through

self-chosen values. Choosing core values is how some gay men
become more responsible for their lives. The suffering endured by

oppressed minorities often engenders core values of love,
compassion, honestJr, health, ca-re, respect, and responsibility.
May (1953) believed that choosing core values is essentially
choosing one's self and is a potently responsible act.

Living one's life according to self-chosen humanistic values
and ethics leads to what May {1953, 1983} described as

integration. Resulting from the integration of one's personality and
potentialities through self-chosen values is personal integrity.
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Faith

Faith helps gay men transcend anxiety by creating hope and
meaning in life. A respondent stated that "spirituality gives
meaning to the experience of feeling broken and creates a

community to respond to that experience.' As such, nurturing
one's spirituality is a creative response to anxiety.
Several subjects said that gay men were innately spiritual as
a result of suffering. One said:
A lot of gay people bhodse trrat transcendence just because
of t.Le power, the awesome awareness that comes through
spirihrality, Many gay merl, because of being marginalized,
are drawn to t.l.at experience because weVe become aware
of different ways of being. often that sense of ordeal or
dfficulty itself is a transcending function, gir,ring people
that added strength and ability to individuate.

Another responded:
Choosing what is innate within us, rather than restricting
our aurareness of it, is part of the journey traveled by gry
men. WeVe been gifted because of the triats and
tribulations we\re gone through. I think one of the reasons
gay men Erre so spiritual is because of the pain that wetre
endured. It developed our great empathy, or love, our
compassion, our sensitivities.

As such, themes recurring throughout the data on

spirituality are suffering leading to great compassion and empathy;
spirituality as a strength of gay men; and spirituality giving gay
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men the strength to be courageous and responsible. Courage,
responsibitity, and faith all work together:
I think my faith and spirituality enabled me to have
courage, which gave me the ability to seek more spirituality
and greater laith. They work hand in hand with each other
because a little bit of faith gave me the courage to reach
out for more in my faith, and the more faith I had, tl e more
courage I had. The chain reaction just kept on going.

Faith in a "caring presence in the world" helps one confront
the fear and shame that underpins powerlessness, estrangement,
and meaninglessness. Faith helps one accept suffering resulting
from fear, shame, death, and oppression so that gay men can
become a.wa-re of their innate gifts of spirituality, compassion, and

empathy. Faith propels committed living and creates
meaningfulness. To requote Bugental (1965), "this is the supreme
achievement of man's choices: the creation of meaning where there
was the threat of emptiness and potential absurditf (p. 3aa).
Responding spiritually to anxiety, fea-r, and shame also enables
one to be more aware of one's potentialities because spirituatity
gives one the courage to look within.

Faith also helps one meet one's need for relatedness. The

faith that provides one the courage to transcend anxiety by
connecting with one's se1f, peers, and community results in both
rootedness and relatedness. "Faith helps people transcend
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immediate pain or loss. You feel some sort of connection. That

might be with a higher power or other people who surround you."

Love

Data analysis revealed the ongoing theme of pain and

suffering as the gift or strength that motivates many gay men to
transcend loneliness through love. Bugental (1965) suggested that
separateness was a given of existence, experienced universally by

humankind. Gay men experience powerful feelings of loneliness
and separation because they grow up feeling unieue, and often
experience marginalization and stigmatization when they come out.
Hence, internal and external forces combine to exacerbate the

feelings of loneliness and separation for many gay men.
Gay men trartscend loneliness through love as a result of

having suffered. The pain of internal feelings of uniqueness and
external oppression creates empathy and compassion. A subject
said:
We find many people expressing love to transcend
loneliness in their olf,rn lives by doing incredibly loving and.
caring things for others. wete seerl people having great
empathy for the unloved that theyVe become great lovers of
people.

The transcendence of fear and shame through faith leads to
self-acceptance, which leads to

identity. May (1983) believed that
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all human beings had the potentiality of going out from their
center to engage in the world through love and commitment. Some
gay men enact such commitment and love through community

activism, caring for those dying from AIDS, choosing intimate
relationships, and leadership. As Bugental (1965) stated, the form

is unimportant. A respondent described love and commitment,
stating:
I think that's a great deal of what love is about, is
commitment...It goes back to being committed to
something that's larger than me.

Another stated:
I think all of us try to'deal with our loneliness and
separation through a search for love. But what we have
that is so wonderful is that we can direct our love towards
our community. So, I walk around and in addition to
having a sense of who I am and people who love me, I have
a sense of tribe.
Gay men choose to love because they have suffered, and feel

compassion for those who suffer. Responding to feelings of
loneliness and feelings of separation through love requires that one
go out from one's center. Fromm (1976) believed that communal

solidarity and celebration of traditions, rituals, and symbols, as
well as pain and suffering, lead to joy. The acceptance and
potential transcendence of suffering through love and faith which
is enacted through communal solidadty also creates meaning
where one was confronted with potential meaningfulness. Both
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love and faith a.re powerful strengths possessed by gay men.

Choosing to exercise those strengths leads one to believe...
...that love is infectious and the most wonderfut of values.
To love others eventually leads to great altmism, and is
contagious...and when I finally stop being afraid of love
and let go and discover tre beauty of love, how could I not
love?

The courage to go out from one's center to engage in love

through intimate relationships, community activism, or caring for
those sick from AIDS is also rooted in faith. Titlich (1952) argued

that humankind faces the peril of non-being, which is losing
oneself through extreme participation in the world or from extreme

withdrawal from that world. Tillich (1952) maintained that
individual encounters with God gave one the power to transcend
both extremes while maintaining one's center. A respondent
candidly described the union of love, sexuality, and faith, stating:
I think a lot of my anxiety about sexuality dissipated the
first time t.l.at I was able to pray udth my lover after having
sex.. just saying a hrief "thank you, God" for ttre wonderful
gift of sexualit5r, the wonderful gift of another man, the gift
of being able to touch another man and lay in his
Elrms...and so, my spirihrality and ssxuality naturally come
together...

The respondent quoted above also stated that gay men were

gifted with strong spirituality because being gay is about loving

other men. Love and spirituality help gay men transcend
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difference, suffedrg, and fear of death. Later in the intenriew, the

subject stated:
I believe t-hat gay men choose to be spiritual because being
gay is also about loving other men. At some point, when
you get in touch urith love, you have to ask questions about
what it's all about, and where does love come from, and
you have an experience of transcendence. If you believe
that God is love, and you have love, you come up urith
questions about God and ttre meaning of life. I think
having a minorit5r sexuatity necessitates spirituat growth.
Secondly, my entire experience of being gay was dealing
with deattr, and death at a young age...A whole generation
of gay men have gone olf to war...You don't get to hang
around that amount of death and love urithout beginning to
wonder what it's all about.

Bugental (1965), May (1950, 1953, 1981, 1983), Fromm
(1941, 1956, L9761, and Tillich (1952) a1l stressed the importa.nce
of developing one's authentic identity hefore one could go out from

that center to love. As such, gay men must continuously cultivate
the courage to confront shame from oppression and fear of

suffering. A respondent supported the concept of identity
preceding commitment and love saying:
Those who choose to love at that deeper level have some
awareness of the potentials of that deeper love, a:rd have
enough grounding in themselves, enough comfort about
themselves to be able to offer that to another person
without carrying a lot of the insecurities, a lot of the
projected identifications, you understand?
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Spontaneitv

The courage to suffer releases enersr rather than repressing

it.

The release of energr leads one to love, spontaneity, and

creativit5r. All three attributes are dynamically inter-related

through enerry.
The spontaneous release of authentic energies takes several

forms. one goes back to love, where gay men seek to be
committedly involved in their community. Another result of
spontaneous releases of enerry is less rigid gender roles where gay
men achieve wholeness by integrating both masculine and

feminine aspects of self. Sexuality is another exzunple of positive
and productive spontaneity. Playfulness and "camp5f humor is yet
another way gay men are spontaneous.
A respondent described community involvement and love as
spontaneous activit5r, stating:
They ask "How can I help?' " How can I make a
contribution?"...there's a spontaneit5r that says nI want to
make a contribution to this community.' So, spontaneity
springs forth because they are driven to want to help others
and be part of the community.

Another respondent described the more fluid gender roles
adopted by gay men as:
I thfuk that one of the graces about gay life is that there is
less rigidly in terms of gender roles. You see a lot of
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spontaneous activity and people camping it
that's a very creative way of behaving.

up. I think

Yet artother respondent identified sexua-lity as a form of

spontaneity. In describing a personal experience, the subject
stated:
I was walking along a beach doing an evening meditation,
and I saw two naked men come out of the waves. They
kissed each other, played udth each ottrer, and fell back
into the waves...It was a moment where my entire being
could not derqr ttre sacredness, the joy, the spontaneity, the
whole bit. I was watching human beings at trreir most
productive and wonderful.

The respondents who described spontaneity in terms of

community involvement, playfulness, humor, greater gender

fluidity, and sexuality were all describing the same phenomena;
the productive release of energr leading one to feel related, rooted,
and committed. Fromm (1941) believed that the spontaneous
expression of one's personality and potentialities enabled one to

transcend conformity and the urge to surrender one's being to the

collective, Likewise, Bugental (1965) maintained that such
spontarteous expressions facilitated the fulfillment of the

existential needs of relatedness and rootedness.
Another strength of gay men is their innate spontaneity. It is
a strength that serves to construct meaning in the face of a system

that deems the lives and loves of gay men as meaningless. The
suffering that results from one's responses to death,
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stigmatization, family rejection, and social hostility is in fact a gift

that produces immense ener$r. When the energr is confronted,
and not repressed, it produces love, playfulness, community, and
sexuality, which is what Fromm (1941) referred to as the complete
expression of one's personality and potentialities. To requote a
respondent, it is "...human beings at their most productive and

wonderful."

Creativity

The ener5I released from suffering that leads to love and

spontaneity also leads to creativity. Rollo May (1gSO, lgS3, lgg1,
1983) believed that freedom and destiny were inseparably

interwoven. In other words, freedom would be meaningless

without conditions that limit one's freedom.
Stemming from the dialectic of freedom and destiny is May's
(1983) idea of the margin of freedom. No matter how trapped or

limited one may feel, there is always some margin of freedom
where one can choose. The margin of freedom also spurs creativity
because the more one is creative when confronted with limits, the

more choices one creates. Authentic gay men levera,ge the eners/

that results from suffering to creatively transcend the limits on
their freedom by exercising their margins of freedom. Such
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creativity transcends the anxiety produced hy oppression,
stigmatization, and AIDS.
Content analysis of the transcribed interviews revealed the
many ways gay men creatively exercise their margin of freedom.
Perhaps the most dramatic example was in the area of AIDS and

facing one's death:
Every HlV-positive gay man who has refused to accept it as
a death sentence. Every HlV-negative gay man who has
made a conscious choice tJ.at they are not going to become
infected is living creatively.

A similar example of creativity described by a different
subject was the act of giving oneh enerry to another through

volunteering. "Even when they are sick themselves and have been
sapped of energr by the disease, they still respond by giving what

ener5/ they have to others.'
May (1950) also stated that one could not go a-round, under,

or over anxiety. One must go through

it. Ways gay men go

through the anxiety of AIDS, oppression, and stigmatieation by
confronting it head on are through involvement in ACT UP, MAP,
the Pride Festival, Human Rights Campaign Fund, and political

initiatives to narne a few. It is done by "...getting in there,
accepting my identity and going to the next level of commitedness

through activism and volunteering." Another subject said "I think
some of them become caregivers and work with others. Those who
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may be ill find great strength in dealing with their own situations
by helping someone else."
Of course, creatively exercising one's margin of freedom

relates back to courage. The power of going out from one's center

to help and love others even when the center is endangered by a
lethal virus is a transcendently creative and courageous act.
Paradoxically, dyrng to one's fears and anxieties by helping others
leads to life and self-transcendence.

Another way gay men creatively transcend anxiety is through
greater responsibility. A subject described the behavior change

that occurred in the gay community as a result of AIDS stating "In
1983, only 17" of our population used condoms, and by 1982, g0%
were using condoms. In public health, we can't think of another
area where weVe got that sort of change."

A respondent described the gay communit5r's response to
AIDS as an example of creativity. This subject said that the

community had few resources and no institutions, and was

without public or political support. Yet, "a group without
resources created new institutions to fight AIDS, and has

maintained commitment to those institutions for fifteen years."
Gay men creatively live out their identities by the

spontaneous expression of their personalities and potentialities.
Some of the forms this takes are participation in the Gay Men's
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Chorus, the Minnesota AIDS Project, Outward Spiral Theatre,
"...creating organizations, churches, and arts that didn't exist
before. There was nothing specific for gay men

-

they created it."

Gay men also creatively live out their identities by working in

fields that have not traditionally accepted gay men, like medicine,
law, and manual craftsmanship. "l have seen many gay men
creatively live out their identities by moving into fields where they
are not so accepted." Essentially, "...artyone who is living a fully
open life is being creatively themselves."
Gay men creatively confront destiny by making changes

where possible and accepting their suffering when they can do

little to change things. A respondent described this enactment of
the serenity prayer, stating:
"Be around for the cure' was a way of saying that there will
be an end to the AIDS epidemic. ...We're going to surrrive
this. I think this is a really poignant exrmple of surrriving
and going forward despite the loss.

Another way of transcending limits imposed on gay men by
society is creatively forming families, partnerships, and

communities despite the lack of support:
I think so many gay people are getting married having
children and doing things despite the obstacles and lack of
legal recognitions...I mean, who would have thought thifiy
years ago that this would be happening but it's really
creating our own destiny.
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Another paradox about creatively living out one's identity is
awareness of finiteness. "The day you realize you're dying is the
day you start living and making things count...I see incredible

creativity in saylng every day must count and have more meaning

than it did before."
Gay men choose to live creatively because they have chosen

it as a value. They see o...the greater richness and complexity that
comes with that kind of creativity and have the courage to take the

risk to do that because society doesn't rervard you for that kind of
stuff."

Summanr

The construction of a grounded theory of authenticity for gay

men will necessarily be incomplete. Yet, by exploring the data
gathered on courage, responsibility, faith, love, spontaneiry, and
creativit5r, the basis exists to make such an attempt.

Suffering is the source of authenticity for gay men. Suffering
produces powerful ener$r in the form of original feelirg, thoughts,
and wishes. Courage is required to be as aware as possible of that

enerry. The courage to be fully

awa-re of one's

enersr results in yet

greater awareness of potentiality. The full and feelingful

confrontation of suffering leads one to be both subject and object
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in one's life. As Bugental (1965) stated, in such transcendent
awareness the subject-object dichotomy is obliterated.

As a result of suffedrg, many gay men have been gifted with

innate strengths. Gay men are tremendously spiritual,
spontaneolrs, and creative" Essentially, all the authentic themes of

responsibility, flaith, love, spontaneity, and creativity represent

what Fromm (1941) would call the spontaneous expression of one's
whole personatity and potentialities. Through such expressions,
gay men meet their existential needs of meaningfulness,

relatedness, rootedness, and identity {Bugental, 1965}.
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Research Question:
How Can Practitioners Help
Foster Authenticity with Gay Clients?

Theoretical Perspectives

The subjects interviewed for this study came from a vast

array of theoretical and practice backgrounds. However, all
stressed the importance of believing in the health and naturalness

of same-sex love. In other words, one cannot pathologize clients

simply because they are gay or, for responding to the givens of
existence in ways that may be perceived as inauthentic. Another

overarching theory was having a sex-positive frame of reference.

Practitioners cannot foster the spontaneous expression of their
clients' personalities and potentialities if they view sexuality
pejoratively.
Social work and public heatth practitioners tended to
espouse liberation and empowerment theories, as well as feminist

and queer theories. They also stressed the importance of informing
one's practice with good research. One subject said "the more
oppressed a culture, the greater the practitioner's ethical

responsibility to be really informed, which means decent research."
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Psycholoff practitioners drew from existential, Eriksonian,
Jungian, Rogerian, and object-relations theories. Existentially, all
n...people have an innate potential for health and promoting

health.' Jungian theory fits well for gay men because of their
greater gender fluidity, while the Rogerian concept of unconditional
positive regard helps establish a trusting therapeutic relationship,

which helps model healthy relationships to clients. Objectrelations stresses inter-personal relationships. oThe images that
one carries around of one's family tends to affect those

relationships."
Ministers who were interviewed for the study drew from the
scriptures and the Bible. One stated "...myjob is to unfold the real

truths of love, mercy, grace, and peace that are found within the
Bible for our lives.' Another said that his ministry was based on a
loving God o...whose nature is unconditional love towards created
men and women. It's what we were created to live

in. To spread

and share that belief is my purpose in life." By carrying these
messages to gay men in their congregations, the ministers who

participated in the study create hope, love, and self-esteem.
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Operationalizing Theoretical Perspq ctive s

The practitioners who participated in the study attempt to

empower their clients by helping them become more aware of

choices. They accomplish such awareness by providing

information, reading materials, and other knowledge t-o clients.
Group process is used to teach mutual respect, to challenge people
to go about their journeys respectfully. Problem-solving also helps

illuminate choices.
The practitioners interviewed for the study also stressed the

importance of allowing clients to choose their own pace in
becoming authentic. Practitioners also need to trust that their

clients wartt to be more authentic. Clients must have the burden
of choice and responsibility in therapy by taking initiative on the
concerns or problems they want to work on, which means that

practitioners must have faith in human processes.

Jungian and object-relations practitioners operationalized
their theories by helping gay men work on relationship problems,
and by helping them separate, or individuate from the collective.

what one

sees as the gay community or one's family of origin

represent collectives from which practitioners help them separate.

A subject stated:
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I work with a lot of men and their need to separate from
their family of origin, especially if they are still caught up in
some negativity. I also work on having clients separate
form the collective aspects that don't seem to work or fit for
them. A lot of what I find is men who feel they have to be
gay in a certain way, but it isn't who they are. They
stntE€le to be this certafur kind of person who isn't them at

all.

The respondents who draw from Jungian and object-

relations theories in their practice did so because those theories
incorporate creativity and spirituality, which they see as innate
strengths of gay men. Flowing from the belief that gay men
possess innate strengths, another practitioner said he drew from

the theory of Milton Erikson because it posits that clients already
have the enerry for creative production when they come to therapy.
Effective therapy helps clients tap into the creative eners/ that has
always existed, but has been closed off from one's awareness. This
c€u"r

be accomplished by asking leading questions to help clients

identiff authentic impulses, creative energies, and arisings of the
spirit.
The ministers interviewed for the study operationalized their
theories through outreach and evtlngelism. They have organized

various communities of faith to come together to celebrate National
Coming Out D*y, performed Holy Union ceremonies with couples

wanting to celebrate the sacredness of their relationships, and
reached out to those suffering from AIDS. A mental health
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practitioner with a background in theolory operationalized original
sin to clients by asking them "Have you ever felt so lonely that you
\f,'ere crylng

out for help?" Such operationalization hetps.

practitioners bridge the gap between theory and practice by
connecting with images, thoughts, feelings, expressions, and
behaviors.
Another way of operationalizing the concept of a loving God

is by preaching or ministering about that love. A respondent
stated "God is with you in your pain, feeling for you, crying for you,

wanting the. best for you in terms of your authenticity, richness,
and complexity. God walks with you in your pain and works

through other people."
Those who work with gay youth operationaliee their

empowerment and liberation theories by introducing their clients
to gay role models. A respondent described empowerment of gay

youth by stating "I bring in guest speakers, show videos, and teach
them about gay and lesbian history to give them the sense of a
bigger world out there and the possibility of making some
connections."
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Practice with

or Arurious Clients

Several practice methods were found to be helpful when

working with gay men who present with depression or anxiety.
One practitioner posited that depression is about rage, which is

shame-based. Therefore, helping clients connect to their feelings of
shame and begin to uncover its sources sometimes helps alleviate

the rage and depression.
Other practitioners took a phenomenological approach to
depression and anxiety. Phenomenolotr is a form of ethnography
where the practitioner attempts to understand a client's point of

view. Asking questions like "What is it like for you to be
depressed?", and *What do you think about yourself when you're

depressed?" help the practitioner understand the subjective

nature of the phenomenon of depression.

It is helpful to foster self-discovery with gay clients who are
depressed or anxious. Is the depression connected to grief and

loss, identity, or abuse issues? Is it connected to coming out as a
gay man? If so, some practitioners urged leveraging of depression

or anxiety as a strength. One said lfou can say that it sounds like
the depression is really helping you get through this pain."
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Cognitive methods are helpful. Clients are challenged about

their beliefs, assumptions, and fears to see beyond their
depression. "It ends at some point. You can't see that from here."
Some concrete methods of treating depression and anxiety

are through deep breathing exercises, teaching coping skills,

regular exercise, proper diet, and getting enough sleep. Some
practitioners believed that anti-depressant and anti-anxiety
rnedications were most helpful in treating suicidal and extremely

clincally depressed clients. Another helpful technique is to help
clients discuss how their depression or anxiety manifests itself
physically, and connect the physical symptoms to metaphors.

Facilitating Empathv with Gay Clients

Practitioners facilitated greater empathy with gay clients by
asking them about compassion and love. However, compassion
originates from self-forgiveness. A subject said "I1l talk about
when they really get into their shame, you know, il amazes me how
we can be horrid arrd hurt the people we love the most. I need to
have compassion toward myself and others to live in this rvorld."
The AIDS epidemic has created a lot of opportunities to
express empathy. So, practitioners urge their clients to go out into

the community and help. Group therapy is a practical place to
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begin facilitating empathy with gay men, and then it carries over to

action in the community. Greater empathy is experienced through
relating to others and having ones'experiences validated and

universalized. A subject said "I think it goes back to our question
about finding spiritual meaning for their lives anC encouraging
them to look for grounding in something larger than themselves."

Fac ili t atin g G reate

r Aware n eS s. g f P-o t e_fr.ti al
.

Self-discovery leads to greater: awareness of ones'

potentialities. oPa-rt of the creative act is to envision dreams.'
Practitioners who participated in the study urge their clients to

think, feel, and want for themselves. A subject said that he
discussed what it means to be gay with clients. It begins with

practitioners having faith in their clients' potentialities. Another
subject said "I think some of it is about psycho-education. You
really help people understand how they got where they are, being

out of touch with their potentialities."

Fapilitatine Greater_Be spole sibilitv

Several practitioners facilitated taking greater

re spon

sibility

by teaching health. They promote safe-sex and pausing before one
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engages

in sex so that each partner has the opportunity to discuss

risks and safer-sex procedures.
Other practitioners encouraged community involvement and

political activism as ways to be more responsible. That could take
the form of joining groups, or working one-to-one by encouraging
respectful relationships and friendships.

All the practitioners emphasized that clients need to discern
areas where they can be more responsible and Erreas where things

are beyond their control. Such discernment ties back to May's
(1983) concept of pausing before exercising one's margin of

freedom and Jones' (1985) idea of discernment. In other word.s,
gay men are not responsible for causing AIDS, but they are

responsible for how they respond to it.

Facilitatins

Self:C-Lro ssn. YAI-u

e

s

Choosing values to orient one's life is a form of being

responsible. Having and living according to one's self-chosen
values leads to integrity. A subject described the facilitation of
self-chosen values with gay clients by saying:
I think through conversation, through dialogue, through
placing individuals in context and groups where they carl
do tJ'e discernment piece ahout personal and cultural
values. By asking oneself "What are my values? Where are
they in conllict urith each other, where are they overlappins
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or congruent?" And act on it. It's simply about
conversation, but if we don't talk about it, we don't get
there.

Once one has discerned one's values and seen how they are

both congruent and in conflict with those of the community,
".,.part of that value is not just you individually, but how you
connect with the community at large, and with your family,
however you define that."
One practitioner facilitated self-chosen values through group

process by using a sociogram. Up to sixty men will line up and

take different positions on an issue "from the very positive to the
very negative so they can see how they relate to other people. I ask
people what they value. I make

it explicit in therapy."

The facilitation of empathy, awareness of potentialities,

greater responsibility, and self-chosen values depends on creating
a safe place where gay men can explore those issues. Likewise,

practitioners need to model empathy, potential, responsibility, and
values by challenging their assumptions and biases, as well as

striving to be as authentic as possible themselves. Practitioners
who don't work on their own authenticity cannot hope to foster it

in others.
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DISCUSSION

Implications for Practice

The study has several important implications for social work
practice with gay men. Most importantly, social workers who
practice with gay clients must not fear suffering, and must be
aware of the strength of suffering. The courege to endure and

confront one's suffering leads to enormously powerful creative
enersr.
A respondent in the study said that

until you

reaJize

?ou don't start living

you're dying." Likewise, Bugental (1965) stressed

that "you must lose your life before you are able to find it" (p.3231.
That mea.ns that one must find the courage to confront and endure

suffering. Such expressions of courage lead one to freedom and
ema.ncipation from the set/. Bugental {1965) described the process
of being emancipated from the sel/by writing:
To be candid, I think that the tnrly emancipated person
who lives in l-process tem.s is a very different person than
most of us, is somewhat diflicutt for us to communicate
urith and rather frightening to know...Such emancipated
people have a trt.er perception of the human experience, a
deeper participation in life, and a greatev aealization of the
human potential...what would it mean to be freed of the
self? It would megrn living fulty in each moment, durelling
on the ora.zors edge'of now...Most of us, most of the time,
act in the present moment urith part of our awareness
hostage to the future and part captive in Ore past. We
worry about how we will look to ourselves and to others
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(the current cult of ttre image"); we fear what will be
revealed about our basic nature; we hope to urin future
advantage...(p.323).

Suffering provides the enerry to free oneself from what

Bugentat (1965) referred to as the Self, from what Jung (Jung as
edited by Storr, 1983) termed the persona, and from what a study

subject referred to as the "facade." Being emancipated from one's
self, persona, or facade frees one to transcend one's suffering by

thinking, feeling, wa.nting, valuing, and choosing for oneself. The
end result is that one gains a sense of identity, which allows the
person to express that identity through commitment. It is what

Fromm (1941) termed the complete and spontaneous expression of
one's personality and potentialities.

Bugental (1965) contrasted tl:e l-process with the sel/by
stating:
The sense of identity is the sense of "being there" in one's
own life. It is direct intuition of one's own presence in the
be-ing, tt is to be contrasted urith the inference of one's
presence that comes from sellobservation. Identity is not
derived by seeing my body or from remembering what I
have done, said, or felt...When we fear to accept the burden
of responsibility and guilt, we may try to abdicate the
identity of being subject in our lives. Then we live t]re
distortion of being objects, and the dread and neurotic
anxiety of blame color our experience...Identity is, I believe,
the form of such ontologic centeredness in which the
person is direcfly aware of his own being and expresses
ttrat awareness through what I have called the .Iprocess.
Such identity is not the thinking, or feeling, or talking, or
doing substantively, but the I urho is thinking, feeling,
talking, or doins (p.335).
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It all begins with the courage to accept suffering. As such,
practitioners who fear suffering and rush to alleviate the pain
experienced by their clients do a great disseruice. They remove the

ener5l and motivation for the client to become more authentic. To
this end, a respondent in the study urged practitioners to follow
the saying oDon't just do something, stand theret"
The study results reaffirm the value of social work

practitioners being with their clients in their suffering, and not

rushing in to lix the pain. The study findings are also congruent

with the strengths perspective, which posits that clients possess
innate strengths and enerry to leverage in their struggles to be
more authentic.
Saleebey (1996) described the strengths perspective

in social

work as the recognition and appreciation by practitioners of
"Personal qualities and strengths that are sometimes forged in the

fires of trauffifl, sickness, abuse, and oppression" (p.299).
Saleebey held that the strengths forged from suffering led to

resilience, meaning "...the skills, abilities, knowledge, and insights

that accumulate over time as people struggle to surmount
adversity and meet challenges' (p.298).
The concept of authenticity constructed from the findings of

this study supports the strengths perspective because it was found
that suffering produces powerful, creative, spiritual, and loving
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enerry in many gay men. Thus, gay men possess the ener5/ and
power to live authentically, which supports Saleebey's (1996) belief

that oAs people begin to use their assets and abilities, collectively
and individually, ...more and more of their capacities come into the

work and play of daily life" (p.299).
The study results also aflirmed the social work values of
empowerment and self-determination. Breton (19941 described
empowerment based practice as social action, political awareness,

the right to participate in decisions that affect one's life and
community, recognizing oneself and being recognized as
competent, and the use of positive power. When social work

practitioners have faith and believe in their clients'courage and
power, they empower their clients to harness the energr from

suffering to more fully and creatively live out their identities. The
practice of affirming and valuing the suffering endured by clients is
consistent with the values of self-determination and empowerment
of the profession.
The study results also indicate several social policy

implications. First, school districts need to reach out to gay and
lesbian students to counteract the negative messages such
students often hear about themselves. Gay students may benefit
from added support, like peer support groups, social events, and
gay-oriented counseling services. Support services may help some
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students to value themselves as they are, and to appreciate their
own authentic thoughts, feelings, wishes, and values rather than

viewing them as perjorative or pathological.
Another policy implication derived from the study is the need

for legally sanctioned unions. The present status of gay marriage
stigmatizes gay relationships as less worthy than heterosexual

ma:riages. The policy of banning gay men from legally marrSring
serves to undermine the power and enersr of gay men, and must

be reversed. Hence, gay men and lesbians must unite to light such
exarnples of oppression.

Finally, the study results rea.flirmed the value of the

literature. The theories of Bugental (1965), May (1950, 1953,
1981, 1983), Tillich (1952), Horney (1937, 1950), Fromm (194I,
1956, L9761, Erikson (1968), Jung (as edited by Storr, 1983),
Jones (1985), and Johnston (1978) are pertinent to the lives of gay

men. That is ironic because many of the above theorists saw
homosexuality as patholory. Yet, most of them developed their
theoretical perspectives before homosexualit5r was removed from
the DSM as a patholory in 1974. Also, they lived and wrote in an
era that preceded the deconstruction of sexuality. Whatever the
basis for their views on homosexuality, the strengths of their
theories were found to be relevant to gay men today.
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The ways in which the practitioners who participated in the

study valued, affirmed, and honored their clients' processes of
becoming authentic were detailed in Chapter IV. Several concrete

techniques to facilitate greater authenticity with gay clients were
found, and the reader is referred to that section for a complete

description. When social work practitioners are informed by
theory, techniques

cErn be

helpful. Yet, practitioners are

encouraged to be wa-ry when using techniques, for effective and

ethical social work practice rests on valuing and affirming the
struggle, the suffering, and processes of our clients.

Directions for Future Research

Several directions exist for future research. First, the study

needs to be replicated to see whether similar or different results
are found. If replicated, the next study should have a larger
sample and seek to interview gay men who are not social workers,

ministers, or psychologists to assess if their subjective experiences
are simila-r to those who participated in the study.
Several attributes of dread and authenticity could be

explored independently. For example, the relationship of paternal

rejection to estrangement or powerlessness could be further
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explored. Likewise, the relationship of creative energr to suffering
warrants exploration.
Quantitative methods can be used to test the grounded
theory generated by this study. In other words, once the study has
been replicated by similar qualitative studies, the results can be

tested quantitatively to assess the validity of the findings.

Strengths and Limitations of the Study

The study has severa-l important strengths. One strength is

that this is the first study to explore how concepts of authenticity
and dread apply to the lives of gay men, The study has broken
new ground and provided fertile soil for future researchers to till.

A strength of the study is that the results have special
relevance to social work practice. The linkage of suffering to

empowerment, self-determination, and the strengths perspective is

helpful to social work practitioners working with gay clients.
The cross-disciplinary nature of the study is another

strength. Authenticity was explored through psychologr, social
work, and theology, which creates a humanistic study. Humanism
is also consistent with the values of the social work profession.
The methodolory of the study is a strength. The qualitative

methods employed resulted in deep and rich data. Also, qualitative
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methods created a constructivist study that constructed findings

and theory from the subjective experiences of the respondents.
Hence, the study does not profess a single truth, but espouses
several truths constructed from the subjective truths and
experiences of the respondents.
The validity and reliability of the data collection instrument

and the study findings were enhanced by pre-testing the

instrument and through inter-rater reliability. The subjective
meanings and findings of the study were tested by triangulating

the results, Trpo friends of the resea.rcher were recruited to

triangulate the results of content analysis. Both raters had
advanced degrees in either divinity or social work, and they

affirmed the findings and meanings of the study.
The study has several limitations. First, the lindings are not
generalizable to the entire population of gay men due to the srnall
sample size and subjective nature of the study. Second, study

participants may not be representative of gay men in generd, and
their truths may not be the truths of most gay men. Third, the
study generated a very large amount of data. In general, the more
data to be analyzed, the less valid the lindings (Taylor and Bogdan,

1984). Fourth, the categories were not mutually exclusive, which

further limited the validity of the findings. There was significant
overlap in the attributes of dread and authenticity.
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Finally, the study was limited in scope. Authenticity tends
to be focused on individual cognitive and emotional systems. The
study did not address how larger systemic forces may influence
how one responds to the existential givens. In other words, are gay
men who have received support from family and friends more likely
to respond authentically to the givens of existence than those who
have not received the same support? While not answered in the
present study, the above question will be the focus of future
research.
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Appendia A
Questionnaire
Research Oues.tion
men?

1)

2l

3)

4)

1:

What are examples of inauthenticity for gay

Polverlessness:
a)

what examples have you seen in your practice of ways some
gay men are powerless over their lives?

b)

What factors appear to maintain powerlessness for gay men?

c)

Why do some gay men choose to feel powerless over their
lives in order to benefit from some payoffs?

Resnonsibilitv:
a)

What are ways youte seen some gay men avoid being
responsible for their lives?

b)

What appea.r to be some factors that maintain the avoidance
of responsibility by gay men?

c)

why do some gay men choose to avoid being responsible for
their lives?

Choicei
a)

How have you seen some gay men avoid choosing which
potentialities to actu aJize?

b)

What are some factors that appear to maintain the avoidance
of choices by some gay men?

c)

Why do some gay men avoid making choices?

Estrangement:
a)

what examples have you seen in your practice of gay men
becoming estranged?

b)

why do some gay men choose to become estranged from
their community?

c)

why do some gay men choose to become estranged from
themselves?

5)

Meaninglessness:
a)

what examples have you seen in your practice of some gay
men believing life is meaningless?

b)

What appear to be factors that maintain the belief that life is
meaningless for some gay men?

c)

why do some gay men choose to believe that life is
meaningless?

Research Ouestion

1)

2l

3)

4l

2:

How do gay men become authentic?

Courage:

a)

What are some acts of courage youVe seen in your practice?

b)

why do some gay men choose to act courageously?

ResponsibilitJr:

a)

How have you seen some gay men assume greater
responsibility for their lives?

b)

Why do some gay men choose to be responsible for their
lives?

Faith:

a)

How does spirituality help gay men transcend anxiety?

b)

why do some gay men choose to be spiritual?

Love:
a)

How have you seen some gay men transcend loneliness,
feelings of separation, through love?

b)

s)

6)

Why do some gay men choose an orientation of love towards
humankind?

SpontaneitJr:

a)

In what ways have you seen gay men engage in spontaneous
productive activity?

b)

Why do some gay men choose to be spontaneous?

9Jeativitv:
a)

How have you seen gay men creatively confront anxiety
aroused by the threat of AIDS? Oppression?
Stigmatieation?

b)

What are some creative ways youte seen gay men live out
their identities?

c)

What creative ways have you seen some gay men confront
destiny?

d)

Why do some gay men choose to live creatively?

Research O_uestion 3: How can practitioners be helpful in fostering
authenticity with gay clients?

U
2l

What theories do you draw from in your practice with gay men?

3)

How do you work with depressed or anxious clients?

4)

How do you facilitate:

How do you operationalize those theories in your practice?

a)
b)
c)
d)

gpeater empathy in gay men?
greater awareness of potential?
gay men assuming greater responsibility for their lives?
forming values with gay men?

Appendix B
Consent Form
You are invited to be in a resea-rch study exploring how gay men either
confront existential anxieties and grow towards greater authenticity or
avoid existential arudeties and become ensnared in dread. You were
selected as a possible participant because of your experience working
with gay men and in helping facilitate greater awa-reness of your clients'
thoughts, feelings, wartts, choices, and freedom. We ask that you read
this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in
the study.

B

ackground Iuformation

:

This study is being conducted by me as part of my master's thesis at
Augsburg College.
Proeedures:
If you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to answer questions
that probe yCIur thoughts and experiences of ways gay men are
inauthentic, how gay men become more authentic, and how practitioners
carl foster greater authenticity with gay clients. The interviews will take
approximately one hour to conduct, and will be audiotaped.

Confidentialit5r
The records of this study will be kept private, In any sort of report we
mlght publish, wE will not include any information that will make it
possible to identiff you. Research records will be kept locked in the
home of the investigator; only the researcher, the academic adviser, and
the transcriptionist will have access to the records.
Confidentiality will be maintained by not including any identifiers in the
raw data or in the linal report.
Audiotapes will be made of each interview, which will be immediately
transcribed. The tapes will not be used for any purpose other than

transcription.
The transcriptionist is Ms. Jan Murphy, who is employed as the
resea-rcher's word processor.

Raw data will be retained, but will not contain identifiers.
Voluntary f{ature of the Study:

Your decision whether or not to participate will not aJfect your current or
future relations with the College. If you decide to participate, you are
free to withdraw at any time without affecting those relationships.

Contacts and Questiorrs:
The researcher conducting this study is Tod Wales. You may ask
questions you have now. If you have questions later, you may contact
him at 6 12 I 290-2979 or 6 12 / 3 30 - L621 (academic advisor) .
You will be given a copy of the form to keep for your records.

Statement of Consent:
I have read the above information. I have asked questions and received
a.nswers, I consent to participate in the study.

Signahrre of investigator

I consent to be audiotaped.

..

- Date-

